


The 1 Road to the Peak' Goes Thro' Sheffield 

Outdoor People now have easier 
and quicker access to the Peak 
District from the East and South, 
using the M 1 Motorway. 
Whether you are travelling from 
Leeds, Nottingham or London, 

be sure to look us up when 
passing through Sheffield. 
Ask to see our full range of 
equipment for the Rock Climber, 
Mountaineer, Walker and Skier. 
We are always pleased to give 

bryan-g-stokes 

advice on local areas and Stanage 
Edge is only 20 mins away. 
Send now for our fully illustrated 
60 ,page Catalogue the complete 
guide to all your equipment and 
Climbing gear. 

2 High Court 
High Street Sheffield 
Telephone Sheffield 27525 



today's dinµJe,:,. ... tomorrow's equiP,ment 
.. ' ·~ 

The Joe Brown Helmet 
· The Mountain Equipment Du¥ 
The KarrilTIOr Extendable Sac 

Jb 
The Super J.B. Crash Helmet 
Lined with shock absorbing, semi-rigid, 
eurathene foam. Designed and hand 
made by Joe himself. Fibre-glass outer 
shell, adjustable head harness easy 
fastening and quick release buckle. 
Price £3.17.6 plus 3/- postage 

Individual and trade enquiries to: 

Joe Brown, Menai Hall, Llanberis. 
Caernarvonshire. Tel. 327 

Mountain 
Equipment 
The Redline Duvet 
Designed and manufactured by Mountain 
Equipment (Pete Hutchinson) 

Redline Duvet complete with hood 
£18.17.6 medium size; with 20oz. of 
best goose down : total weight 38oz. 
Snowline Duvet with hood £15.18.0. 

Duvets, Sleeping Bags, Pieds d'Elephant, 
Down Vests and Duvet Boots; articles of 
real value made by Mountain Equipment, 
the specialists in down. 

Available at leading climbing shops 
Trade enquiries: Tel. Glossop 4554 

karrimor 
The Joe Brown Extendable Sac 
A decade ahead of the rest, the 
enormous demand for this sac gives 
confirmation. This sac is ideal for rock 
climbing (without the extras); as a ski
mountaineering sac with the pockets 
and Karrimat 'frame' complete with 
straps to carry skis behind pockets. 

Price 159s.9d. 

Pockets 24s.9d . per pair 
Karri mat to fit 20s.9d. 

Karrimor, Bell Street, 
Haslingden, Lanes. 
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but wherever you climb yon need the 
right gear •••• 

YOU CAN 6ET IT AT 

PINDISPORTS 
373-375 UXBRIDGE ROAD, ACTON, W.3 34 SOUTH END, CROYDON, CRO 1 DP 
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EDITORIAL 

This month we are publishing our second major feature 
on an important international climbing area. The first, on 
Patagonia (Mountain Craft 81 ), was warmly received 
by our readers and we feel that a detailed analysis of the 
Yosemite Valley - America's leading rock-climbing 
centre - will also command wide interest. 

Over the past decade, as Yosemite climbers have tackled 
and solved the problems presented by the valley's flanking 
walls, the magnitude of their achievements and the 
impeccable quality of their climbs have gradually become 
known throughout the climbing world . 

In Europe, the first demonstration of the high standards 
of Yosemite free and artificial climbing c'ame with the 
ascents of the South Face of the Aig. du Fou and the 
direct lines on the West Face of the Petits Dru. These 
climbs also concentrated European attention on the 
American artificial techniques and the advanced design 
of their pitons, which rapidly rendered obsolete many of 
the prevailing European artificial concepts. 
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The West Face of Leaning Tower in Yosemite. 
Gary Colliver climbing. Photo: Glen Denny. 
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The story since then is well known - a veritable equipment 
revolution - and with it a sudden awareness of the 
Americans' superior knowledge. A European alternative 
to Yosemite was sought and Romsdal, an area previously 
neglected, now claims a growing popularity. 

British and French climbers visited Yosemite and repeated 
some of the big routes; they returned with a great respect 
for the valley's climbs and the skill of its climbers. The 
recent achievement ; on Strone Ulladale and St. John's 
Head clearly show that Yosemite influence is now 
beginning to bite deep into British climbing. 

It has been suggested that Yosemite's importance lies 
not in its own remarkable climbs but in the application 
of its techniques to outstanding rock problems throughout 
the world. Nevertheless, climbers with more modest aims 
will also be affected by American equipment and attitudes. 
This detailed appraisal of Yosemite climbing will therefore 
serve to focus attention on developments that are 
increasingly influencing all of us. 



Information 
Two new climbs on Strone Ulladale Tom Frost joins Annapurna 
South Face team Seven die in Dhaulagiri avalanche 
Strone Ul/adale in Harris. 1 Inversion (1965 ). 2 Scott's Easter attempt 
(1969 ). 3 North Face; Scott, Upton, Terry and Lee. 4 Macinnes / Clough 
attempt (May 1969) 5 West Face; Spence and Porteous (May 1969) . 
Photo: Ken Wilson 

Strone Ulladale climbed 

The great overhanging North 
Face of Strone Ulladale, in the 
Hebrides, has been climbed. 
A team of four Nottingham 
climbers, Doug Scott, Jeff Upton, 
Guy Lee and Mick Terry, forced 
a very difficult line up the 
steepest part of the face. The 
route was completely artificial 
(A3), 500ft. long, and took over 
4 days to complete. Each of the 
climbers spent one night on the 
face. 

Interest in the Strone has grown 
ever since John Grieve's 
disclosures in the S.M.C. journal 
and Mountain I. Several of 
Britain 's leading climbers have 
made the long journey to Harris 
to investigate its potential. 

During Easter, Scott's team tried 
a groove line on the left of the 
face, but they were defeated 
when they ran out of pegs. Two 
Sheffield climbers made the 
next attempts - at the North 
Face and the less forbidding 
West Face. Both attempts failed 
close to the ground. One of the 
climbers, Peter Gray, was later 

killed in a fall elsewhere on the 
island. 

Hamish Macinnes and Ian Clough 
made the next attempt. After 
pegging 70ft. up the face, they 
were forced to retreat by 
dangerous rock. Ken Spence and 
John Porteous from Edinburgh 
then completed a West Face 
route originally started by Grieve 
in 1968. Their route, 800ft. V.S. 
and A2, with one bivouac, was 
described by Spence as very 
serious and inescapable. Scott's 
team eventually climbed the 
North Face at the end of May. 
Their route must, in its present 
state, be regarded as the most 
demanding climb in the country. 
Correspondent: Wilson 

Annapurna South Face 
Expedition 

Leading American climber, Tom 
Frost, is joining the strong 
British team planning to attempt 
the South Face of Annapurna 
next year. Frost is particularly 
well known for his Yosemite 
exploits (described elsewhere in 

Annapurna, South Face (left-hand spur) Photo: J ames Roberts 

this issue) but is also no stranger 
to Alpinism. 

Chris Bonington writes : 
"This huge face is like the North 
Wall of the Grandes Jorasses in 
triplicate, for it is twelve 
thousand feet high and as steep 
as most Alpine faces. One of the 
most difficult mountaineering 
problems in the world, it is 
considerably steeper than the 
Rupal Face of Nanga Parbat, 
which defeated a strong German 
team last year. It is also longer 
and perhaps more difficult 
technically than the South Face 
of Everest. 

The left-hand spur seems to offer 
the best chance of success, and 
also leads to the true summit. 
Being a spur, it should be 
relatively free from objective 
danger, although the line seems 
to be barred by some ice cliffs at 
half height. The crux of the route 
will almost certainly be the huge 
groove which cuts the 2,000ft. 
rock wall near the top of the 
spur. Fixed ropes will be 
necessary at least as far as the 
top of the rock wall, and possibly 

on the whole route. Whillans' 
bivouac boxes will be used at 
the camps." 

The team, led by Chris Bonington, 
comprises : Martin Boysen, Nick 
Estcourt, Ian Clough, Dougal 
Haston, Don Whillans, Mike 
Burke, Mike Thompson and Tom 
Frost. The Alpine Club has given 
the expedition its full support 
and sponsorship. 

The Dhaulagiri tragedy 

The following news item appeared 
in the May edition of the 
American Alpine Club newsletter. 

'On April 28th 1969, seven 
members of the American 
Dhaulagiri Expedition were killed 
by an Ice avalanche. Those killed 
were Boyd Everett, Jr. (leader) , 
Paul Gerhard, Vin Hoeman, 
Perna Phutar, William Ross, 
David Seidman and Tenzing 
Sherpa. The surviving members 
of the party were Al Read, Jeff 
Duenwald, Jim Janney, Jim 
Morrissey and Lou Reichardt. 

In a telegram to the club, Read 
and Duenwald reported that on 
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Information 

Basil Goodfellow resigns as president of the B.M.C. Anglesey boom 
continues after Guide is 
cover important new lines 

published, Holliwell and Ward-Drummond dis-

the morning of the 28th the 
expedition was carrying loads in 
two groups, one from 12,400 to 
14,900ft, the other from 14,900 
to 17,000ft. The higher party, 
carrying technical climbing 
equipment and poles to bridge a 
crevasse, arrived at 17,000ft. at 
noon. As they were placing poles 
across the crevasse, noise of an 
avalanche was heard and a 
tremendous ice avalanche swept 
through the party and continued 
down the glacier, depositing its 
debris 500ft. lower. Lou Reichardt 
was left unhurt at the point of 
impact. He immediately searched 
the area for any sign of the 
other members but found none. 
After about an hour of searching, 
he proceeded down the glacier 
searching for any sign of life. 
Finding none, he descended to 
12,400ft. and informed the rest 
of the party. All immediately 
proceeded up to search further 
for survivors. They searched until 
after dark finding only some 
light pieces of equipment and no 
signs of life.' 
This is the worst Himalayan 
accident since 1934 when 
eleven climbers died on Nanga 
Parbat during a blizzard. 

B.M.C. President resigns 

Basil Goodfellow, President of the 
B.M.C., has resigned his post for 
reasons of health. This surprise 
announcement was made at the 
B.M.C. Annual General Meeting 
at the Alpine Club on June 7th. 
Basil Goodfellow was regarded 
as conservative in his views on 
the possibility of a strong national 
club. The question now is who is 
to succeed him. The committee 
attempted to force the election 
of Mr. W. McKenzie (A.S.C.C.) 
without advance notification, 
but this was ruled unconstitu
tional after protests from the 
floor. One member described 
the constitution as the most 
undemocratic he had ever seen. 
Mr. McKenzie remains the 
committee's nominee, but it is 
possible that more candidates 
will emerge in the period 
preceding the election. 
Frank Solari, presiding, told a 
poorly-attended meeting that the 
B.M.C. had not so far appointed 
a National Training Officer. In 
reply to questions, he stated that 
the committee would consider 
whether a full-time National 
Secretary was not a more 
urgent posting. 
Some people fear that the 
appointment of a training officer 
would preclude any further 
innovations, thus perpetuating 
the present amateur and 
unsatisfactory state of the B.M.C. 
secretariat. 
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The Alpine Journal 
The Alpine Club publishes its 
'new look' journal in July. The 
volume is packed with infor 
mation, articles and photographs ; 
it is an essential buy for any 
keen climber. Alan Blackshaw is 
to be congratulated for his 
skillful work in bringing the 
journal up-to-date, and shaking 
off some of its cobwebs. Let's 
hope this is an augury of further 
efforts by the Alpine Club to 
reclaim its position as the 
presiding spirit of British climbing. 
The Journal can be obtained 
from : West Col, 1 Meadow Close, 
Goring-on-Thames. Price 25/-
to B.M .C. members ; 35/- to 
others. 
A full review will be published in 
the next issue of Mountain . 

Expedition News 
Nepal: post-monsoon season, 
1969 
The Italian Alpine Club is to 
attempt Churen Himal, 24, 184ft. 
A Japanese expedition from 
Osaka University is going to 
Peak 29, 25,705ft. - the highest 
mountain in Nepal. 
An Austrian group, led by Richard 
Hoyer, plans to attempt the East 
ridge of Manaslu. 
The Japanese Science 
Federation's ski-ing expedition 
to Everest is still on, despite 
confusing reports. They plan to 
ski down from the South Col, 
filming the whole event for a 
special showing at Expo '71 
in Osaka. 

Nepal: pre-monsoon season, 
1970 
The Japanese will continue their 
ski-ing on Everest. 
Another Japanese expedition 
(Japanese Alpine Club, Tokyo 
section) will attempt Makalu. 
The International Expedition, 
whose plans have been 
shrouded in some mystery, is 
now attempting the unclimbed 
Dhaulagiri II, 25,429ft., as a 
preliminary to its Everest 
expedition. The team comprises : 
Roberts (leader) and Baillie 
(U.K.); Patterson, Colliver and 
Isles (U.S.A.); Eliassen and 
Tiegland (Norway). 
Correspondent: Bonington 

Everest, South Face 
The much heralded international 
expedition is now planned for 
Spring 1971. Norman Dyhrenfurth 
and Jar'nes Roberts will lead a 
team chosen from the following: 
Patterson, Colliver, Isles, Hagen 
and Evans (U.S.); Bonington, 
Baillie and Amatt (U.K.); M . and 
Y. Vaucher (Switzerland) ; 
Eliassen (Norway); Axt and 
Raditschnig (Austria). 
A.A.C. Newsletter 

Chamba 
A joint Inda-British expedition 
is in the field . The British 
members of the team are: Dave 
Challis, Alan Smith, Martin 
Sinker, Randall Williams and 
Nick Allen. Major Bahuguna, 
one of the six Indian climbers, is 
the leader of the expedition. 
The team is attempting several 
20,000ft. peaks. It is believed 
that the area has not previously 
been visited. 
Hindu Rah 
A small expedition, led by 
Richard Isherwood, has left to 
attempt Thiu II. 
North Pole Trek 
Dr. Hugh and Mrs. Myrtle 
Simpson and Roger Tufft were 
forced to abandon their walk to 
the Pole, after 45 days from 
Base Camp on Ward Hunt 
Island. They will continue their 
scientific studies (circadian 
rhythms, etc.) on Beechy 
Island. 
Correspondent: Audrey Salkeld 

The Alps: first winter 
ascents 1968-69 season_ 
Climbers of all nationalities were 
busy throughout the Alps this 
winter - nowhere more than in 
the Mont Blanc massif. Boning
ton and Haston did the North 
Face of the Aig. d'Argentiere 
(Mountain 3) . The Italians, 
Gogna and Cerruti, made the 
first winter ascent of the Ragni 
route on the Grand Capucin. 
A lady alpinist, Madame Perrin, 
and two others made the first 
winter ascent of the Central 
Spur of the Aig. du Midi North 
Face in January. Two days in 
March saw the South Ridge of 
the Petites Jorasses climbed by 
Rava Millar and Ettore Grenne. 
The first winter ascent of the 
North West Couloir of the Pie 
Sans Nam by Fedele, Gras and 
loan, was marred by tragedy 
when loan fell to his death on 
the descent. 
In the Valais, three Swiss 
(Henkel, Gamma and Leute
negger) climbed the North East 
Face of the Bishorn, and, in the 
Grians, the North Face of the 
Ciamerella fell to M . Brochard 
and Andre Bertrand. 
Other important ascents included: 
in the Dolomites, the Concile 
route on the Roda di Vael 
(Brianzi and Nardella); in 
Austria, the Schmuck chimney 
in the Wilder Kaiser (Bittner and 
Werner); the Schloemmer-
Perner on the Dachstein South 
Face (Precht and Berger) - the 
eighth ascent of a route graded 
6 and A3; and the Rebitsch 
route on the Ofelekopf South 
Face in the Wetterstein (Vogt, 
Obster and Scholz). 
Correspondent: Audrey Salkeld 

Welsh Climbing Notes 

Crew's new guidebook provoked 
feverish activity in Anglesey, as 
new routes were completed in 
time for publication . The move
ment gathered such momentum 
that routes were still being 
produced even after the final 
deadline. 

Five climbs really merit attention : 
Horizon, Ward-Drummond's 
mammoth girdle of the North 
Stack cliffs, was completed in 
several stages with Campbell
Kelly; Girdle of Red Wall (left 
hand), by Brown and Crew, also 
took several stages. Laurie 
Holliwell's Mantrap follows an 
extremely steep line between 
Mousetrap and Bedlam; and 
Wonderwa/1, also by Holliwell, is 
another line of withering steep 
ness in the Easter Island Gully. 
Holliwell's seconds on these 
routes, Isherwood and Potts 
(hardly strangers to rock) , were 
"very impressed"! 

In June, Laurie Halliwell joined 
forces with Ward-Drummond 
and Dave Pearce to force an 
extremely difficult line Tyranna
saurus Rex, up the back of Wen 
Zawn. Each climber led a section 
of the route. Les Halliwell, who 
has been concentrating on doing 
second ascents in order to check 
the guide, has also found a few 
new lines of his own. 

The guide appeared in June 
(review on page 33) and bears 
witness to the fantastic upsurge 
of Anglesey as a major climbing 
centre. 140 routes have been 
recorded - all climbed in the 
space of five years. It seems fair 
to say that the development of 
these sea cliffs will come to be 
regarded as one of the great 
milestones of British rock 
climbing history. 

Back in the Welsh heartland 
there has been a growing vogue 
for soloing - hardly new, but 
more widespread and serious 
than in the past. The main 
practitioners are Cliff Phillips and 
Eric Jones. Jones has soloed 
climbs like Grasper, Fang, and 
Hardd the latter two during one 
epic 13 route day. Phillips 
managed four Cloggy classics 
in under 2 hours and has also 
soloed White Slab. Climbs like 
Cenotaph Corner and Cemetery 
Gates have now had several 
solo ascents, but the big prize -
Vector - which both Jones and 
Phillips were hoping to do first, 
was eventually taken by Alan 
McHardy, who has also soloed 
The Grooves with the Over
hanging Arete finish which he 
climbed on sight. 



Trevor Peck, 
pioneer of 
better pitons 

Trevor Peck 

Trevor Peck, who died of cancer 
in March this year, was one of the 
most remarkable personalities of 
recent times. He began climbing 
in 1947, at an age when most 
people are giving it up, and was 
soon climbing at a high standard 
with characteristic elegance. By 
1951, he was able to second 
most of the gritstone routes 
that were then considered hard. 
But, fearing a fall and mindful of 
his considerable responsibilities 
as chairman and managing 
director of a large hosiery 
concern, he never led. Our first 
visit to Bosigran, in 1955, began 
a long series of explorations on 
granite and later on the outcrops 
and edges of the Peak .. About 
this time he became fascinated 
by artificial climbing; realizing 
the limitations of pegs then in 
use, he began to make his own. 
He chose stainless steel, having 
seen the effect of seaspray on 
the mild-steel 'jam spreaders' 
then common. He was, I believe, 
the first manufacturer to give 
serious thought to design, 
material, and quality control. He 
sought a testing ground and 
found Millstone Edge: the dozens 
of London streets resulted almost 
incidentally from intensive trials 
of his many designs - ranging 
from micro-pegs to special 
wedges and alloy castings. Later 
he became interested in drilling 
and bolting : the first ascent of 
Malham Cove was very much a 
personal tour de force . Attention 
to detail and a rigorous concern 
for quality were the hallmarks of 
these early ventures ; the ring 
screws used on Malham had all 
been welded, stressed, X-rayed, 
and flash chromed. 
With the introduction of nuts in 
the early '60s, he again took the 
lead, and was the first to market 
a range of knurled aluminium 
'crackers· - the smallest of 
which was attached to a wire 
loop, thus anticipating future 
developments. With confidence 
in his equipment he began, for 
the first time, to lead on difficult 
and sometimes dangerous climbs. 
He made some remarkable 
ascents including Bow Wall at 
Bosigran - which he did in 
tremendous style at the age of 60 
- and the prophetic Beowulf. 
His last climb was Moonraker, a 
classic of the Devon sea cliffs. 
Even during his terminal illness 
he was working on the design of 
a new and exciting range of pegs 
in nickel alloy steel - the finest 
I had ever seen. 
The climbing world has lost an 
extraordinary personality, a man 
of great courage and integrity : 
few, if any, in the history of the 

sport can have continued to 
climb for so long at such a 
consistently high standard. 
Correspondent: Peter Biven 
Yosemite Notes 
The spring season in Yosemite 
has produced a good crop of 
routes. Warren Harding, Galen 
Rowell, and Joe Faint made the 
first ascent of the South Face 
of Liberty Cap. The climb 
included an overhanging pitch, 
devoid of cracks, 11 Oft. long. 
Harding climbed it in 6 hours 
completely on bat-hooks, leaving 
only two in-situ bolts for 
protection out of 23 drilled holes. 
Dougal Haston and Rick 
Sylvester made the fourth ascent 
of the South Face of Mount 
Watkins in three and a half days, 
while, on the Lost Arrow, Chris 
Jones and Bob Bowman made 
the second ascent of the Harding 
route. It was on the latter climb 
that Harding first developed his 
new bat-hooking technique. 
On El Capitan, Dihedral Wall 
had three ascents - each in three 
and a half days ; The Nose had 
one ascent by a Canadian party. 
The most important activity, 
however, has taken place on 
The Wall of the Morning Light 
(the unclimbed section between 
The Nose and North America 
Wall) . This has received 
concerted attacks from some 
strong teams. The most 
successful party comprised 
Dennis Hennek, Yvon Chouinard, 
Chuck Pratt and Chris Jones ; 
they took five days to climb 
13 pitches. They finally retreated 
from just above the El Cap Tower, 
after meeting a blank section 
which appeared to need at least 
250ft. of bolting before cracks 
reappeared. 
And the reason for this activity? 
Well ... many climbers in the 
Valley have been supplementing 
their rations with 'Space Food 
Stiks' (originally developed for 
the astronauts, but now sold in 
supermarkets throughout the 
U.S.). Could this be a source of 
psychological uplift? 
Correspondent: Bev Clark 
Cockermouth Mountain 
Rescue Tragedy 
Two members of the Cockermouth 
Mountain Rescue Team were 
killed in an accident on June 
15th. Four others were injured, 
one seriously. The disaster 
occurred on Low Crag below 
Birkness Combe in Buttermere. 
The climbers were practising a 
'horizontal lower· when the huge 
boulder to which they were 
belayed gave way. All fell 50ft. 
to the bottom of the crag . One 
of the dead was Jock Thompson, 
leader of the.team. 
Correspondent: George Fisher 
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photo Tom Frost 

The name has, over the past decade, become synonymous with the finest rock
climbing in the world. This Californian valley, flanked by sheer, spectacular 
granite walls, now recognized as the world's foremost rock-climbing centre. Its 
habitues, and the sophisticated techniques they have developed, are now exerting 
a profound influence on international mountaineering. In this issue we take a close 

look at the walls and the men who climb them. 
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The nature of 
Yosemite climbing 
by Dave Dornan, Chris Jones and Ken Boche 

HISTORY by Dave Dornan and Chris Jones 

In examining the origins of Yosemite climbing, it is 
important to realize that until the 1930s climbers in the 
US were more interested in first ascents of peaks than in 
pure rock climbing . In fact, it was not until 1933 that a 
modern rock climb was made in Yosemite Valley. In the 
early '30s, Robert Underhill, a Bostonian with extensive 
experience in Europe, did much to further the development 
of roped climbing. His 1931 route on the North Ridge of 
the Grand Teton was probably the hardest climb of its 
time in America. Underhill visited California only once - in 
August, 1931 - when he did four new routes in the High 
Sierra with various Sierra Club members, but it was due to 
his influence that the Cragmont Climbing Club came into 
being. This small group, formed to further the rock climbing 
technique of its members, was doing significant new 
routes in Yosemite Valley by the spring of 1934. Higher 
Cathedral Spire was climbed in April, and Lower Spire in 
July. (Extensive aid was used for the former climb. In 1946, 
it was led free; it is now Grade 111, 5.8.) 

After the Cathedral Spires were climbed, the 'last problem' 
in the valley became Lost Arrow Spire. Although the first 
few leads of the chimney below the Spire were climbed in 
the '30s, it was not until after the war that the summit 
was reached. Several minor spires were climbed in the 
'30s, but only a few climbs reached the technical level of 
Higher Cathedral Spire. In fact, Yosemite was not even 
keeping pace with the Tetons, where Jack Durrance, in 
particular, was setting a higher standard than that obtained 
in California . In 1936, the best Sierra Club climbers failed 
on Mt. Waddington in British Columbia, leaving the first 
ascent to Fritz Wiessner. But, in 1939, the reverse happened 
on Shiprock, and Californians took the prize from Colorado 
climbers. Shiprock set several precedents: it was the first 
American climb on which expansion bolts were used; 
it was the first desert formation to be climbed; and it was 
the first time that Yosemite-trained climbers clearly 
demonstrated their proficiency on difficult rock. 

In 1946, John Salathe began to change American climbing . 
In that year he almost succeeded in climbing Lost Arrow 
Spire. In one solo attempt he reached a ledge halfway up, 
and on his second try, with another climber, he came 
within fifty feet of the top. The summit was reached a 
month later by some climbers who threw a rope over the 
Spire from the valley rim and prussiked. However, before 
the season was over, Salathe and Anton Nelson climbed a 
new route on Half Dome: the Southwest Face. This was 
probably the most difficult American route of its day, but 
was no harder than the 1933 Comici route on the Cima 
Grande. Yosemite definitely took the lead in American 
climbing when, in 1947, Salathe and Nelson made their 
five-day ascent of Lost Arrow Chimney. They finished 
their climb with the first conventional ascent of the Spire. 
Salathe's success on both Lost Arrow and Half Dome, 
where so many parties had been defeated, was largely due 
to the fact that he manufactured his own hard steel pitons. 
Today the climb is done completely free and is thus 
extremely difficult; the entire climb has also been done in 
ten hours. 

Salathe's last great climb was the North Face of Sentinel 
Rock, which he did with Allen Steck. The climb was done 
in appalling heat in midsummer 1950, and took four and a 
half days. Sentinel has had some notable ascents in more 
recent years, including one in under four hours; it has also 
been soloed. Both Lost Arrow Chimney and Sentinel Rock 
have had British ascents. 
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In the 1950s, many of the present-day attitudes and 
climbing ethics of Yosemite were first emerging . Lost Arrow 
Chimney was repeated for the first time in 1954, and in the 
next year the third ascent was made. At this time, Mark 
Powell, Warren Harding and Royal Robbins were not only 
repeating the Salathe routes, but were also beginning to 
climb new routes of equal difficulty. By the end of 1956, 
besides Salathe's climbs, there were eight additional 
Grade IVs and one more Grade V in the Valley. In 1957, 
the Northwest Face of Half Dome was climbed in an epic 
five-day ascent. As early as 1954, Harding, Powell and 
Robbins had spent two and a half days probing the route, 
but the first ascent was made without the benefit of fixed 
ropes. The climbers who didn't get a chance on Half Dome 
immediately started the great siege of the South Face or 'Nose' 
of El Capitan. Eventually, in 1958, the Nose was conquered 
with a great deal of fixed rope and perseverance, Warren 
Harding being the driving force behind this achievement. 

In the late fifties and early sixties, there were roughly two 
concepts of big wall climbing. One used classical alpine 
methods: continuous ascents with no fixed ropes or route 
preparation. The other made free use of siege climbing . Yet, by 
the end of 1963, fixed rope climbing was finished in Yosemite, 
and its former proponents were climbing in a purer style. 



Left: The Lost Arrow, as celebrated a rock feature in America as 
Napes Needle in Britain, though far bigger and much more difficult to 
climb. Warren Harding and Bob Swift are seen on the final pitches 
of the Spire. Photo: Glen Denny 
Centre: Half Dome, whose long demanding routes and spectacular 
rock architecture are surpassed only by those of El Capitan. 
The direct route on the North West Face (in shadow on the left) was 
climbed in 1963 by Royal Robbins and Dick McCracken and is 
considered one of the most difficult climbs in the Valley. The South 
Face remains unclimbed, despite a determined attempt by Warren 
Harding and Galen Rowell last November. Photo: Walter Poucher 

The 1961 ascent of the Salathe Wall was a brilliant 
achievement by a trio who, together with Yvon Chouinard, 
had much to do with the advancement of Yosemite climbing. 
These were Tom Frost, Chuck Pratt and Royal Robbins. 
It was the only occasion on which Robbins used fixed 
ropes, and then it was only on the first third of the climb. 
(The significance of the minimum use of fixed ropes in this 
case is underlined by the fact that, on the following two 
new routes on El Capitan, siege tactics were extensively 
employed .) Also in 1961, Chuck Pratt climbed the Crack 
of Doom - the first 5.10 Yosemite route led clean. One 
reason for such high standards being reached on the big 
walls was the intensive development of short, ferocious, 
artificial and free routes. Both Robbins and Pratt were very 
active here. 

By 1963, new climbers, notably Glenn Denny, Layton Kor 
and Steve Roper, were repeating some of the classics, 
and making innovations of their own. 1964 and 1965 were 
dominated by the exceptional free-climbing achievements 
of Frank Sacherer. Short routes were his speciality, but he 
also did several long climbs: he made the first one-day 
ascent of a Grade VI - the West Face of Sentinel - and 
the first free ascent of the direct North Buttress of Middle 
Cathedral Rock. The latter, considered by many to be the 

Right: Sentinel Rock, which, with Half Dome and El Capitan, 
is one of the Valley's major cliffs, overlooks the climber's campsite 
at Camp 4 and is thus studied in great detail. Perhaps because of this, 
the North Face has six major routes including the classic Salathe-Steck 
route; the West Face, seen in profile on the right, is among the 
Valley's most difficult climbs. The route was first climbed in 1960 
by Chouinard and Frost. Mike Kosterlitz, the first British climber to 
complete the route, pronounced the free climbing as prolonged as, 
and more difficult than, the Phillip/Flamm on the Civetta. The route 
also includes some very hard artificial climbing. 
Photo: Tom Frost 

hardest climb in the country, has never been repeated. 
These were hectic years, with aid being eliminated and 
bolts being by-passed wherever possible. Many of the bolts, 
of course, had been placed before the days of 'bongs', 
'knife-blades' and 'rurps', and were originally very necessary. 

Interest in the big walls had been no less sustained: in 
1963, Robbins and McCracken climbed two new Grade 
Vis of four and three days, within a space of thirteen days. 
By 1964, North America Wall, on El Capitan, was the big 
prize. After a reconnaissance in the spring, it was climbed 
in nine days by the team whose groundwork had made 
such a climb possible: Chouinard, Frost, Pratt and 
Robbins. If there is a Grade VI +, this is it. It was an 
inspired achievement. The great South Face of Mt. Watkins 
was also climbed in that year, in appalling heat: here, as 
so often before, Warren Harding's tenacity and courage 
were vital factors. 

In 1966, Chouinard and Herbert made a double first on 
Muir Wall: the first new route on El Capitan done in a 
single push without reconnaissance, and the first done by 
only two men. It took eight hard days. This was a year of 
accelerating change in Yosemite. In the spring, some French 
mountaineers climbed El Capitan. They suffered in the 
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Right: Steve Roper after bivouacking in slings 1,200ft. up during one of 
the early attempts on El Cap's Dihedral Wall. Glen Denny, Jim Baldwin 
and Ed Cooper eventually took 38 days to complete this route in 1962. 
During the siege they fixed ropes over 1,900ft. of the route . Coming 
after the ascent of the Salathe Wall, which consumed far less time 
and fixed rope, both this route and the West Buttress attempts in 1963 
were strongly criticized by the Yosemite purists. The subsequent first 
ascents of Muir Wall, North America Wall and the South Face of 
Mt. Watkins have all lent support to the purist viewpoint; it is now 
accepted as unethical to siege a Yosemite route. 
Photo: Ed Cooper 

process, for, like others before and after them, they 
underestimated the Valley. Half-Dome had a one-day ascent, 
and Eric Beck soloed it in two and a half days. In late '66, 
Jim Madsen arrived and rapidly climbed a number of Vis. 
By the end of the year, the routes on El Capitan had had 
some fifteen ascents all told, although the people concerned 
were still a fairly select group. Robbins had made either 
the first or second ascent of all six El Capitan routes then 
established, except for the Muir Wall. 

In the last few years, new Yosemite specialists have 
emerged - notably Chris Fredericks, Kim Schmitz, Jim 
Bridwell , Dennis Hennek, Don Lauria and, of course, 
Jim Madsen * . Hennek and Lauria's ascent of North America 
Wall , and Bridwell's free ascent of the Stoveleg Cracks, 
exemplify the impressive achievements of this group. It is 
fitting that 1968 marked superb climbs by two of Yosemite's 
finest innovators. Robbins spent ten arduous days alone 
on the second ascent of Muir Wall, a solo climb that must 
rank with those of Walter Bonatti; and Warren Harding 
climbed the face of the Lost Arrow, where Salathe, in 
1947, had started modern Yosemite climbing . If there has 
ever been a comparable advancement in mountaineering 
elsewhere, I am unaware of it. 

*Madsen was killed. abseiling on El Capitan. in 1968. 

The climbing by Chris Jones 

From short gritstone-like cracks, through half- and full-day 
routes, to some of the most demanding climbs that exist, 
Yosemite has them all - and they have one thing in common: 
they tend to be hard. Just why this is so has to do with 
the nature of the rock itself. 

The granite of Yosemite bears little resemblance to the 
fractured rock of the Mont Blanc range, which is so perfect 
for climbing. Yosemite's walls have been heavily eroded 
by glaciation; subsequent vertical exfoliation has left sheer 
rock with occasional vertical cracks. The latter, unlike the 
deep, parallel-sided cracks of the Mont Blanc range, are 
smooth and uncompromising, with no helpful holds on the 
edges or inside. Features such as these and the infamous 
'flaring, bomb-bay chimneys' encourage climbing that is 
harsh rather than elegant - jamming and chimneying are 
almost the only free climbing techniques used on the big 
walls, although the shorter climbs offer more scope. The 
blind and bottoming nature of the Yosemite cracks led to 
the development of specialized hardware, allowing the 
standard of aid climbing to rise dramatically. Contrary to 
former misconceptions, bolts are only used in extreme 
situations: the use of 'cliff-hangers' on minute flakes, and 
the generally high standard of aid cl imbing, have made 
whole sections passable without bolting. 

A clear distinction is made between aid and free climbing : 
a piton, or a sling around a flake, used either for a hold or a 
rest, makes a free pitch into an artific ial one. (How many 
British routes would be considered free,' using these 
criteria?) This, together with the fact that pitons are 
removed in Yosemite, means that at the crux one can't grab 
for the fixed pin. It is sometimes stated that Yosemite 
routes can be perfectly protected, and are consequently 
over-protected. This, however, is certainly not true of some 
of the larger cracks and chimneys, where the leads are as 
bold as anywhere. 
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Previous page 
Top: Warren Harding, a figure of prodigious tenacity and drive , 
was the force behind the successful ascent of the El Capitan Nose 
route in 1958. When the techniques of climbing the big walls were 
in their infancy, Harding and his companions forced a complicated 
and predominantly artificial route up the Buttress. The difficulties 
persisted right up to the summit overhangs where Harding, lacking 
sophisticated modern pitons, was forced to spend a whole night fixing 
bolts while his companions slept. Photo : Galen Rowell 
Bottom: Tom Frost and Chuck Pratt on the overhanging section at 
the top of the Salathe Wall during the first ascent. 
Photo: Royal Robbins 

The grading of the routes 

The grading system is similar in intent to the adjectival 
method used in the Alps, and routes are given an overall 
difficulty rating of Grade I through Grade VI. Grades 1- 111 
take increasing amounts of a day. Grade IVs take a whole 
day and occasionally longer, whereas Grade Vis are 
multi-day climbs. What about Grade Vs then? The 
climber's guide states: "same as Grade IV, since the 
experts who will be doing these climbs are capable of 
doing them faster". Fair enough, and indeed a Grade Vis 
a major climb. The actual rock technicalities are described 
by a decimal method. The variations of hill -walking and 
scrambling are encompassed by grades 1 to 4 while grade 
5, for serious rock climbing, is subdivided into ten sections 
Thus 5.1 is hardly more than scrambling while 5.10 would 
be similar to the very hardest extreme pitches in Britain. 
An average British V.S. would probably be graded 5.7. 
Artificial climbing is graded in the same way as Europe 
except that there are more sub-divisions. 

There are pleasant climbs in all the grades, and no potential 
visitor should be put off by the foregoing - it is just a fact 
that many of the climbs are fairly demanding. Any hard 
gritstone man could wear himself out on the oppressive 
cracks that abound in the Valley, and a specialist from the 
Trilleachan slabs would be quite at home on the Glacier 
Point Apron. Grade IVs such as Yosemite Point Buttress 
and the East Buttress of El Capitan are as fine as the 
South-West ridge of the Torre Venezia or the North ridge 
of the Peigne. The classic Sentinel North Face (Grade V) 
is somewhat harder than the West Face of the Petites 
Jorasses. The North-West Face of Half Dome (Grade VI), 
one of the great climbs of America, could be compared to 
the West Face of the Dru if the latter had to be pegged 
up on every ascent. 

The influence of Yosemite 

The revolution taking place in Yosemite was almost unknown 
in the rest of the United States until the early sixties, and 
only in the last few years have Europeans begun to 
understand its significance. The first ascent, in 1957, of 
the North-West Face of Half Dome may be regarded as a 
symbolic beginning to an amazing era of creativity. Prior 
to that time, Valley climbing lagged behind the best 
European schools; yet within a few years a small group of 
brilliant climbers, almost totally lacking in contact with the 
European mainstream of mountaineering, made advances 
which will affect climbing for years to come. These 
developments culminated in North America Wall - probably 
the most demanding big wall climb yet accomplished -
and Muir Wall. 

One important development was the production of pitons 
which could be used many times. This meant that routes 
did not become pinned up - one is likely to place and 
remove more pitons in a few weeks in the Valley than in 
years in the Alps. The new equipment also made much 
harder aid climbing possible. Every item was re-thought 
out; nylon webbing replaced metal etriers, and light nylon 
belay seats and hammocks became indispensible. The 
method of carrying pitons, pack hauling techniques, 
pendulums and rope manoeuvres - all were improved. 
They are now becoming part of universal mountaineering 
knowledge. 
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The leading figures in Yosemite climbing 
Warren Harding (previous page) ; Chuck Pratt (right) ; Yvon Chouinard 
(right centre) ; Layton Kor (extreme right) ; Royal Robbins and 
Tom Frost (below). 
Robbins - the master climber who has done every route on El Capitan; 
who introduced the Yosemite style to Europe with his routes on the 
Petit Dru; whose fantastic solo ascent of the Muir Wall last year 
marked a new step forward in Yosemite climbing. Frost - the aid 
climbing genius. Pratt - the finest free climber. Kor - who applied 
his Yosemite knowledge to the Eiger Direct, making a significant 

The big walls made the climbers familiar with living in a 
vertical environment for days on end, carrying everything 
they needed. The original El Capitan routes were first 
climbed by siege tactics. The second ascents were all done 
in a single push , and it was realized that first ascents could 
be done in this manner too, so that great routes like the 
South Face of Mt. Watkins and Muir Wall were done in 
excellent style. 

The members of the original small group have climbed 
almost all the great classic routes, and are now less active 
in the Valley. After all, when you have climbed North 
America Wall, where do you go next? 

The potential of these Yosemite climbers is perhaps greater 
than their accomplishments in Alpine mountaineering - for 
more than half of them have never really wanted to try 
other areas. The Valley was enough. The achievements of 
those who have gone elsewhere - the new routes on the 
West Face of the Dru, the South Face of the Fou, and 
others in Alaska, Canada and the Andes - are indications 
of what is possible. 

THE BIG WALLS by Ken Boche 

The significance of Yosemite lies in the large number of 
long, difficult routes for which the Valley has become so 
well-known - the 'big walls'. All things considered, the 
difference between a big route in Yosemite and one else
where is not as great as some Europeans imagine. 
Physical, mental and material resources are needed on any 
climb. What makes Yosemite unique is the detail - the 
amount of time spent on the route, the exigencies of the 
climate, and the nature of the rock itself. 

With few exceptions, Yosemite's really big climbs are found 
on El Capitan . These routes, between two and three 
thousand feet long, are seldom climbed in less than three 
days. They may take eight or nine. This is hardly surprising 
when one considers the difficulty of the routes, the amount 
of aid climbing involved, and the fact that nearly every 
piton must be placed and removed by each ascent party. 

The combination of low altitude (the Valley floor is 
4,000ft) and low latitude give the climber two seasons of 
reliable weather instead of the usual one. Extreme weather 
conditions generally preclude attempts at long routes in 
the winter and summer. In the spring and fall, however, 
cyclonic storms are not as frequent or severe as they are 
in winter, and the debilitating summer heat is absent. 
Spring, with its light winds (which minimize the heat 
problem) and long days, is the ideal climbing season. 

Wall climbing in the summer is attempted by few, as the 
problems involved have not been adequately solved. The 
most critical factor is the growing need for water as the 
heat increases. In spring and fall, the accepted minimum 
ration is one and a half quarts per man per day. In summer, 
this is usually increased. (The heat does, of course, mean 
that bivouac gear can be cut to a minimum; but the weight 
of extra water more than compensates for this saving). 
Under these conditions, climbing often becomes merely a 
fight for survival. Fortunately, no-one has yet died of thirst 
or sunstroke on a long Valley climb - but that time may 
come. 



contribution to the eventual success. Chouinard - writer, 
thinker, surfer, and manufacturer of a fine range of pitons; 
whose writings have done much to explain Yosemite 
climbing to international climbing circles. Add to these 
well-known names a whole host o f others hardly less 
talented - Roper, Denn y, Sacherer, Fredericks, Bridwell, 
Rowell, Hennek, Schmitz, Herbert and Lauria - an d the 
Yosemite school is revealed as a potent force in the 
international climbing scene. Photos: Denn y, Boche, 
Tejada -Flores and Rowell 

Besides introducing a water problem, the heat also 
exacerbates the mental and physical strain involved. 
Physically, one is neither as strong nor as fast ; many 
climbers, weak or even fainting , have had to stop in the 
afternoon. Mentally, one suffers from diminished drive ; the 
desire to climb wilts in the savage heat. The sight of the 
Merced River, cool and placid in the valley below, provides 
the final touch ! 

Some notable summer ascents have nevertheless been made. 
They include the first ascent of the North Face of Sentinel 
Rock, and that of the South Face of Mt. Watkins. El Capitan, 
on the other hand, has not been climbed in late July or 
August. 

The steepness and smoothness of Yosemite granite means 
that much of the wall climbing is artificial, although the 
shorter routes are done mostly free. On the big walls, 
therefore, a large number of pitons must be carried, and 
they must often be used many times - there are few fixed 
pins in Yosemite. The specialized equipment (alloy steel 
pitons, etc.) developed for big wall climbing is now 
generally available. However, training in the use of big wall 
techniques does not result from doing short climbs, even 
in Yosemite. Sling belays, pendulums and sack hauling 
are rarely found on short routes: a deliberate effort must be 

made to learn these techniques near the ground - or you 
may be forced to learn them up high. I was half-way up 
Washington Column 's south face before I ever did a 
pendulum, and seven hundred feet up El Capitan before 
I did a big one. I'm sure many climbers learn the same way. 

There is one aspect of Yosemite climbing which may be 
unique: one need not be a good free climber to ascend 
some very long, difficult routes. A pair of good aid climbers 
could do at least three of El Cap's routes almost without 
getting out of their aid slings - but they might be turned 
back by a friction or chimney pitch on the Salathe Wall. 
Conversely, excellent free climbers might concentrate on 
routes such as the North Face of Sentinel, the Lost Arrow 
Chimney, and most of those on the Cathedral Rocks and 
on the Glacier Point Apron, which can be climbed with 
little or no direct aid. But such people are rare ; the best 
free climbers are usually good aid climbers as well , since 
most of Yosemite's big routes have a mixture of both 
types of climbing. 

All in all , Yosemite wall climbing involves not only the 
application of standard rock-climbing techniques to problems 
of increased scale and difficulty, but also the learning of 
new techniques and new mental attitudes. 
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The South West-Face of 
El Capitan in sunlight 
with the South -East Face 
in shadow on the right. 
The routes marked, all 
containing free and 
artificial climbing of great 
difficulty, are over 3000ft. 
I ong and need several 
days to complete . 
The Wall of the Morning 
Light, Yosemite's finest 
remaining problem is 
between the N. A . Wall 
and the Nose. 
Photo: Rob Wood 

Important features on 
The Nose. 

A . Sickle Ledge 

B . The Dolt Hole 

C. Stoveleg Cracks 

D. Dolt Tower 

E. El Cap Tower 

F. Texas Flake 

G. Boot Flake 

H. The King Swing 

I. The Grey Bands 

J . Camp 4 

K. The Great Roof 

L. Camp 5 

M . Camp 6 

N. Summit overhangs 

---o---
Bivouacs used by Burke 
and Wood 



Sorcerer's Apprentice 
by Rob Wood 

El Cap towered serene and majestic in the evening sun . 
I gazed up, picking out the thirty-five long pitches of the 
Nose, the few ledges which offered feasible bivouacs, the 
famous flakes, and, in their distinct evening shadows, the 
Great Roof and the mighty Dihedral. El Capitan's huge 
white walls rise three thousand feet above the lush green 
meadows, the giant redwoods, and the beautifully peaceful 
Merced River of the valley floor. From here in El Cap 
meadow, a favourite haunt of climbers, away from the 
crowds of tourists, the Nose can most easily be seen. What 
would five, or even six, days up there in such heat and 
discomfort be like? I thought of all the climbers who had 
lazed in the meadow, looking, calculating their chances as 
I was: many had thought better of it. Others, aspiring 
young climbers, had tried - only to return to the valley, 
crestfallen. 

As if knowing what I was thinking, Mick went on: "It's 
just a matter of really wanting to do it," and then, after 
contemplating the depths of his beer can, "and just keeping 
going." As simple as that! 

Mick Burke had arrived in the valley at the same time as I, 
and it was clear from the start that the Nose was what he 
had in mind. He had made a number of attempts with a 
series of American partners, but for various reasons they 
had 'psyched out' . (Psyching out is the American way of 
reconciling ego-protection with failure). There had been the 
predictable teasing, but slowly the locals were beginning 
to doubt whether this 'little Englishman' was ever going 
to get up. It was not altogether a surprise when I eventually 
became aware of the beady eye focused on me. 

Although I had been in the valley for some weeks and had 
done a number of quite serious climbs, I had had no 
experience of the sustained physical and psychological 
demands of a major route on El Cap. Here, the characteristic 
Yosemite problems of forbidding scale, exposure, extreme 
heat (temperatures reach 105°F) and acute lack of water 
are present in their ultimate form . These magnificent granite 
walls are so long that even the best climbers may take as 
long as ten days to complete a climb. A balance has to be 
found between total time taken, pace of climbing, rate of 
water consumption, and sheer weight involved. 

Of all the major routes on El Cap today, the Nose is the 
longest, the easiest, and I think the most aesthetically
pleasing line. It was the first, and is now the most popular. 
At the time, it had had fourteen ascents - more than all 
the others together - but none by a British party. 

There was little further discussion. We assembled the 
necessarily vast amount of gear from various generous 
sources, and set off late one evening. We reached Sickle 
Ledge without much trouble; We had no qualms about using 
the fixed ropes of a film crew at work on the face, as Mick 
had already climbed this section several times before. Here, 
some 600ft. up, we made our first bivouac. Next morning, at 
first light, we made our way up to Dolt Hole, following the 
line of a previous false start. From this point, it was necessary 
to traverse by spectacular pendulum some forty feet to the 
right, to reach the next crack system. Mick climbed about 
1 00ft. up, and was lowered to a point only slightly above me. 
He then ran forward and backward, gradually increasing 
his momentum, until he reached the desired anchorage 
where he hastily banged in a piton. Before belaying, he 
climbed to a point higher than the one previously reached. 
The hauling bag went up next, and then it was my turn. 
I followed, but not without clumsiness. The back rope, 
which I was using to guide me across, got stuck; I found 

myself hanging in a tight vee when one of the two Jumar 
clamps unclipped. The only thing to prevent my hurtling 
to the trees 800ft. below was the other Jumar, and the 
angle of the rope was such that there was nothing to 
prevent its unclipping too. A hastily-tied Prussick loop 
averted a potential catastrophe. (I think Mick was quite 
relieved to see me still on the rope : he was momentarily in 
danger of having to go back to the camp to get yet another 
partner.) I soon joined him on his perch and the relative 
comfort of a sit sling hanging from two bolts. . 
As Mick climbed steadily up the Stove Leg cracks, I had 
time to consider my position. As to 'really wanting to do it', 
I had no doubts, but 'just keeping going' was another 
matter. The calls for intensive physical effort on some of 
these pitches (which might, under Welsh conditions, have 
been climbed free) had already brought home to me, in the 
heat of Yosemite, what thirst can really mean. I began to 
feel a new degree of admiration for the skill and judgement 
of those American climbers who actually had climbed 
these overhanging cracks free . There and then, it was 
sufficient to be climbing on pegs. Could I stay the pace 
under such conditions for four more days? Could I even 
stand it until midday, when the next sip of water would 
relieve the searing dryness gripping my throat? 

" Okay, climb when you are ready Rob". So much for 
rationalizations! 

Having untied the bag and allowed Mick to haul up, I 
transferred my weight to the climbing rope. Using Jumars 
and a sit sling, I climbed the fixed rope, 'cleaning' as I went. 
Recovering all the pitons is hard work. Every one must be 
retrieved. Mick had an understandable liking for making his 
pegs secure wherever possible, and I had many frustrating 
battles with reluctant metal and rock. So, piton by piton, 
pitch by pitch, we 'kept going,' and eventually reached 
El Cap Tower, our second bivouac. 

After so many uncomfortable stances, this ledge - twenty 
feet by four - seemed luxuriously spacious. 

"You won't feel like eating much," Mick had assured me 
when we were buying stores in the supermarket. As I tried 
to down my ration of canned meat, chocolates and 
raisins, I remembered it. My confidence in his off-hand 
predictions was growing. Our small ration of water was 
like champagne. 

We slept well - so well that we were awakened by the full 
force of the sun and the sounding of horns from the traffic 
jam caused by the tourists training their binoculars upon us. 
We set out towards the Texas Flake, little realizing what 
the late start was to cost us and to what extent the tourists 
were to get their money's worth. 

We quickly reached the top of Texas Flake, a knife-edged, 
flat-topped flake, some four feet out from the wall. I sat 
comfortably astride Texas; between my knees was a single 
bolt, my belay, through which I paid out the rope. Mick 
climbed the steep wall towards Boot Flake. With some 

Overleaf 
The El Capitan Nose. Left: the preliminary pitches; Bottom right: the 
pendulum into the Stoveleg Cracks. 
Photos: Glen Denny 
Top right: lines of Bongs placed in a shallow crack and tied off - a 
typical aid pitch on a big El Capitan route . 
Photo: Rob Wood 
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Sorcerer's Apprentice 

apprehension he passed a delicate spot which necessitated 
a Rurp, and disappeared to negotiate the dreaded 'expanding 
crack' which describes the right side of the Boot. 

I was reflecting on the horrors of 'expanding cracks,' which 
tend to open as the pegs go in and so loosen the peg 
from which the climber is hanging, when I suddenly heard 
an urgent scuffling noise. I instinctively clung to the rope 
with my hands and the rock with my knees as Mick came 
hurtling into sight, far out in space away from the wall. 

In what seemed like a lifetime before the rope came tight, 
I had visions of all the pegs 'unzipping' and of us both 
catapulting out above the car park 1,500ft. below. I 
remember being surprised to see that Mick was no longer 
falling but was now gently yoyoing on the rope. I realized 
that the pain in my right hand had something to do with 
his sudden decelaration. 
"Well held Rob," he grinned casually as if commenting 
on a cricket match. "Let me down a bit." 
I patiently explained that this was impossible as my right 
index finger was trapped by the rope in the belay karabiner. 
Fortunately, I was soon able to extricate my finger. I told 
Mick that the rope had merely pinched the callus: he 
calmly lit a cigarette and continued to climb up to Boot 
Flake. 

The next pitch was the most spectacular of all: a double 
pendulum, the mighty 'King Swing.' From the top of 
Boot Flake, I lowered Mick 100ft. to a point on the toe of 
the Boot. Here, he started his long series of running swings. 
After several unsuccessful attempts he managed to reach 
a piton out on the wall, whence I lowered him again. 
Once more he swung, leaping and running like a deer 
across the wall, to reach a layback crack. From here he had 
to climb without protection to a point where I could join 
him fairly easily. It was now that we realized how hot it 
was and regretted the cool hours we had spent sleeping on 
El Cap Towers. The next section was very awkward, with 
some loose rock and route-finding difficulties. The 'King 
Swing' had left us temporarily exhausted, and we were now 
completely committed to the wall under the merciless sun. 
There was no cooling updraught today; the temperature 
was 105°F in the valley. We were on the most exposed 
section of El Cap; as I pulled down my rappel rope from 
Boot Flake, all possibility of retreat was cut off. 

Over the remainder of the day we made progress, but it was 
tedious. We reached our planned destination - bivouac 
number three on 'Camp Four Ledge' - with relief, just as 
the sun was setting. We were very short of water and there 
was still a long way to go, but we knew that the climbing, 
though steeper, was more straightforward now. After our 
struggles during the day, we both felt relaxed and quietly 
confident. It was by no means a comfortable place to 
spend the night - the ledge was very small and sloped 
outward - but such was our peace of mind that I remember 
this bivouac as the best part of the climb. Mick talked of 
previous bivouacs, the best and the worst, of snow holes 
in the Alps and storms in Patagonia. We agreed that we 
were well off. From here, the only way out was upwards. 
We had to go on and we knew we sho,uld make it. 

From the ledge, a short pitch led us to the foot of the 
finest pitch on the climb. A thin continuous crack leads 
up to, and under, the huge 40ft. 'Great Roof. This provided 
a superb early morning entry into the mighty Upper 
Dihedrals. With merciful protection from the sun the 
climbing here was most enjoyable, but we were very 
short of water. 
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Mick had arranged a crafty bargain with the film crew: 
they were to leave us a gallon of water at Camp Five which 
they were expected to have reached from above. We were 
depending on this arrangement absolutely, and had been 
entirely without water for some hours when Mick reached 
the ledge. He was horrified to find nothing there. Thirst 
ceased to be a matter of extreme discomfort (enhanced by 
the superb view of our friends splashing about in the river 
below), it became a matter of survival. The dryness in our 
mouths and throats was already painful. No words were 
spoken. We realized what a ruthless opponent dehydration 
can be, sapping both mental and physical energy. We 
remembered the French team who had spent eight days 
on the climb, the last two and a half without water. 
But that had been in springtime; now it was hotter. 

Agonized speculations regarding our chances of survival 
ended with a joyful shout from Mick: he had found the 
precious gallon on a higher ledge. My throat was too dry 
to reply. 

We reached Camp Six, our fourth bivouac, after nightfall. 
It was another tiny ledge, but, despite its small size, we 
were soon soundly asleep. Next morning, before Mick 
awoke, I went down and cleaned the pitch which we had 
had to leave the previous evening. 

Now, the pitches were really overhanging, as we pulled 
out of the Dihedrals to the summit overhangs. We were 
anticipating the customary joyful reception at the top; 
I grew quite excited on hearing Mick in conversation, 
apparently with our friends at the top. On reaching him, 
I found that he had merely been chatting to a bird building 
its nest in his belay crack. 

Towards evening we were on the final pitch. It was a real 
'mind blower'; we were reminded of Warren Harding who, 
while his second slept, placed thirty-five bolts straight as 
a die through the 45 ° summit overhangs, after a total of 
fifty days on the wall, to complete the first ascent of 
El Cap, reaching the top at daybreak. His bolts are still 
there. I think that, of all the American climbers we met, 
Harding was the one that Mick respected most. Both 
believe in doing big climbs and doing them in the easiest 
possible way, leaving for others the job of moralizing and 
competing. 

This pitch was a superb finish to such a great climb. 
One minute one is on the wall, accustomed by now to the 
three thousand feet of exposure and the unrelenting 
verticality, the next on flat ground. We were greeted by 
friends, with fresh peaches and champagne - mere 
preliminaries, of course, to a real Yosemite orgy. 

SUMMARY 

El Capitan, South Buttress (The Nose) Fifteenth ascent, first by a 
British party.1st - 5th July 1968. M. Burke and R. Wood. Grade V1, 
5.8, A3 . 

Previous Page 
Left: Steve Roper on the bolts leading to Boot Flake; it was just above 
this point that Burke fell. Photo: Glen Denny 
Right: Glen Denny leading the pitch up to the Great Roof. 
Photo: Steve Roper 

Opposite Page 
Prussicking up the fixed ropes during the first ascent of Dihedral Wall. 
Yosemite climbing has done much to improve the techniques of 
sac hauling and prussicking. 
Photo: Ed Cooper 





Camp4 
by Doug Robinson 

Camp 4 is the physical and spiritual home of the Yosemite 
climbers. It lies near the geographical centre of the valley, 
where the old and stable talus, long since grown over 
with oaks and lichen, comes down from under the north 
wall to merge into the river-bottom meadows. It sits under 
a canopy of oak and pine. In spite of the spectacular 
setting, it has become the most trampled and dusty, 
probably the noisiest, and certainly the least habitable of 
all Yosemite's campgrounds. It is the only camp kept open 
all year, and was for many years the catch-all for pets, 
trailers, and other hard-to-classify and vaguely undesirable 
Yosemite visitors. Yet the Yosemite climbers will stay 
nowhere else . 

By day, and in midsummer, it is 'home' for tourist families, 
with their barking dogs and self-contained camping 
trailers complete with television sets. Towards evening, 
however, as the dust is being shaken from the last 
unwilling child before supper, the clanking horde begins 
to return. In twos and threes, talking and laughing - or 
with exaggerated weariness, set off by little sweat-etched 
lines on dusty foreheads - with their hands polished to a 
shiny slate colour by karabiners, and with yet another 
fifty-cent pair of Granny Grundie pants hanging in tattered 
ribbons from their belts, they come to reclaim their 
campground. For, whether the tourists realize it or not, 
it is the climbers' campground. The campers have penetrated 
unaware into a magic circle; they stand undazedly at the 
focus of a force field of tradition and emotion. 

The National Park Service provides tables, and the climbers 
furnish them - their only vestige of home - in their own 
manner: oilskin tablecloth, stove, box of pots and pans, 
kerosene lantern, the inevitable red cover of Roper's 
A Climber's Guide to Yosemite Valley, various talismans - an 
onyx rain god, a broken one-and-a-half inch angle - and 
perhaps a battery record player with a collection of 
Beethoven and the Rolling Stones. An assortment of 
Kletterschuhe and boots, in various stages of decay, stand 
in a line under the table. The camp is completed by a 
collection of ropes, hardware, and hauling bags, piled 
against a tree; a bear-proof cache hanging overhead, and 
an open-air bed of pine needles - a comfortable several
months home. At peak season, in the spring and fall, 
almost half the campground is furnished in this fashion. 

The boulders strewn around the campground probably 
first attracted climbers to Camp 4. Mostly small-hold face 
climbing and mantles, the boulder problems are basically 
unsuitable as training for the abundance of crack climbing 
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on the walls. Yet they are quite popular; an hour of 
bouldering, while dinner is cooking, is common. The 
boulders serve other functions. They are a natural meeting 
place, where the lone climber can find a partner for a climb 
the next day. Also, for some reason, bouldering brings out 
the curiosity in tourist chicks who come around to watch, 
chat, and perhaps get invited to a party - thus satisfying 
yet another perennial need of the valley climbers. 

Camp 4 evenings follow an irregular cycle of quiet nights 
and parties. The balmy evenings, a welcome by-product 
of the blistering hot days, banish any thought of seeking 
shelter. The climbers live outdoors for months at a time, and 
their parties are always held in the open air. There have, 
of course, been the legendary ones - as on the twentieth 
anniversary ascent of the Lost Arrow, when fourteen 
climbed the spire. They tyroleaned off, and were joined by 
thirty others, for beer and Teton tea around a fire on the 
rim. Parties are frequent, often spontaneous, and always 
unpredictable. By the time a party really gets rolling, it is 
late enough for the tourists to complain of noise - so the 
revellers must move out of camp or face the inevitable 
ranger. I remember one such evening when I had gone to 
bed early. I awoke to see a climber, carrying a lantern and 
loudly calling directions, leading from the campground a 
ragged procession of figures clutching wine bottles. 
Bringing up the rear of the long line, quieter and rather 
more sure-footed than the rest, were two figures in 
Smokey-the- Bear hats. 

Half a mile away, across the waving-grass meadows, the 
Merced River swings a wide arc, leaving Sentinel Beach in 
the quiet water of its lee. High above, Sentinel Rock watches 
all that transpires here, seeing without comment the 
climb-watching, girl-watching, dozing, swimming, and 
reading while toes are wiggled in the sand . And sometimes, 
at night, the moon edges over Sentinel to see them -
brown tanned and wet-slick in its light, unselfconscious at 
last - dancing naked in the river, while part-full bottles 
of red wine list at crazy angles in the sand. 

And the quiet evenings: a shirtsleeved group around a 
table; mugs of tea; endless discussions - of climbs, 
climbers, philosophy, religion, any and all subjects - and 
silences. With the end of a thought trailing off into the 
lantern light, the last of the transients shut up and gone to 
bed, the very darkness seems to take on a new dimension-a 
depth and silence that thickens before you until the night 
becomes palpable. The spiritual attachments, the feelings 
of home in this dusty campground and of companionship 



The p endulum to Sous l e Tait Ledge on the f irst ascent of Salathe Wall. 
Photo: Tom Frost 

with one another, become almost visible for a few minutes 
at day's end, before we walk silently away to drop tired 
bodies on to pine needles in the dark ... to wake a few 
hours later, shivering slightly under oakbranch moonshadows, 
and crawl into the sleeping bag. 

Morning : the sun climbs late into this deep valley, but the 
morning light is already a promise of the day's heat. The 
climbers are up early - not by Alpine standards, but 
compared to the tourists - and for a little while an expectant 
calm, broken only by the low familiar roar of a Primus 
making morning tea, hangs over the campground. Ropes, 
hammer, and swami are laid out on the end of the table. 
The hardware is racked, and hangs from its sling on a 
nearby oak branch. In this expectant hour, the climber's 
thoughts have already left Camp 4 and moved up the walls 
to the chosen problem of the day. 

THE FUTURE by Chris Jones 

In Yosemite, the future will be marked by a greater number 
of climbers repeating the hardest routes. The number of 
Grade VI routes will probably be doubled, as competition 
forces direct lines to be put up. This may involve using a 
fair number of bolts to inter-connect discontinuous crack 
systems. 
Repeated insertion and removal of pitons is taking its toll 
even on Yosemite rock. The day cannot be far off when 
opinion will favour fixed pitons on popular routes, to 
prevent the unsightly destruction of the rock. 
But, as Chouinard has said (Alpine Journal, 1966), the 
real future of Yosemite climbing lies in applying the method to 
technical climbing under super alpine conditions. Here, the 
familiarity with big wall tactics will enable a small team to 
attempt some of the most beautiful walls that exist, and 
attempt them without resorting to siege climbing . For, 
just as in Yosemite it was recognized that every climb is 
not for everyone - and that those incapable of the highest 
standards should either wait until they are capable or 
forfeit the experience - so this ethic should apply on a 
world-wide basis. 
Mountaineering seems to be entering a new phase. Climbers 
are seeking out harder and harder routes under extreme 
conditions of remoteness, weather, and sometimes great 
altitude. Climbers of this type from Ameri ca will obtain 
their necessary experience in Yosemite. 
A European climber, having the equipment and knowing 
the technique, has no cause to feel deprived of suitable 
areas : Norway and the Alps offer cl imbing opportunities 
as fine as those in Yosemite. In fact the whole future of 
Yosemite climbing is seriously threatened by its popularity, 
and by the attractiveness of Yosemite to the general public. 
The National Park Service intends to stop the ever
increasing influx of visitors, and in the near future a 
camping limit of a few days will probably be enforced . 
Thus it is entirely possible that a visiting climber will be 
unable to enter the Valley unless he makes reservations 
well in advance ; and when he enters, he may well have 
no time to accomplish the climbs he came to do. 
Unfortunate though this may seem, it is the most acceptable 
alternative to the destruction of what the visitors come to 
see in the first place. Ultimately, we must hope to see 
cars banned, so that one has to approach a good part of 
the way on foot. This will ensure that those who truly 
value the experience will make the effort, and that the rest 
will not think it worth while. By these means, Yosemite, 
with its overwhelming beauty and incomparable climbing, 
may survive the flood of overpopulation . 
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CAMPING AND CLIMBING EQUIPMENT 

TEBBUTT'S 
91-92, Walsall Street, Wednesbury, Staffs. 

(Telephone - Wednesbury 0802) 

Late Night - Fridays 8 p.m. 

VERY WIDE RANGE PLUS EXPERIENCED ADVICE 

Photograph by John Cleare of Sargent/Gamma Ltd 

ISM 
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

OF MOUNTAINEERING 

Leysin - Switzerland 
director DOUGAL HASTON 

send for 1969 brochure to 
2 Woodcote , Frith Hill Road , 
Godalming, Surrey. 

HIGH ON 
BRANT 
DIRECT. .. 

the vital link is 
VIKING 

The bigger the challenge 
the safer you are with 
VIKING Nylon Ropes. 

Mountain-proved, 
laboratory-tested, VIKING 
ropes are made by the largest 
and most experienced 
ropemakers in the World. 

For the rough and the 
smooth, VIKING is your 
closest ally. 

VIKING 
Nylon Climbing Ropes 

made by British Ropes Limited 



The Professiooals 
by Tom Patey 

"There is a tide in the affairs of men, which, 
taken at the flood ... " (Shakespeare) 

The Alpine Club of South Audley Street has at last been 
submerged in the ever-rising flood of professionalism . No 
less an authority than Eric Shipton, past President of the 
Club, has announced his intention of organizing conducted 
tours to the Western Cwm of Everest. Three hearty cheers ! 
If the winds of change were reversed, you would not 
be reading an excellent publication like Mountain, and I 
would not be recompensed for my contributions. Writing 
for money no longer makes me feel that I am sacrificing 
my principles ; I am merely waiving them. 
Five years ago, it was a different story. At that time, I 
was an immaculate amateur, steeped in the traditions of the 
British gentleman-climber who climbed strictly for pleasure 
because he could well afford to do so. I had been 
nurtured on tales of sweat and high endeavour: "The 
right men high at the right time" ; "all the porters pulled 
their weight" ; "the first man up Everest gets there over 
the head and shoulders of everybody in front of him" ; 
etc . etc. 
Even in that sterile, arid plain, the springs of professionalism 
were seeping through . It is easy now to appreciate that 
the primary objective of every previous British Everest 
Expedition was to write the Expedition Book on getting 
home. Whether the expedition succeeded or not, book 
sales were unaffected : the British always admire a gallant 
loser ("giving the mountain a chance" ) . 
Nowadays, among those pleasure-seeking sportsmen, 
we discern certain shadowy scientific figures - the 
anthropologist, physiologist and geologist. Their presence 
gave the party an air of Scientific Respectability - and 
ensured adequate financial support. The experts' 
qualifications were seldom tested, and a good time was 
had by all. 
It would have been bad form to congratulate those 
blue-blooded pioneers on their professional acumen and 
foresight . Today, we can recognize it as the thin end of 
the wedge which has been driven in so hard by subsequent 
expeditions that it now forms a permanent belay for 
impoverished climbers. This is why organizing a Himalayan 
expedition no longer calls for a large capital outlay, but 
for highly-geared salesmanship. 
It was clearly only a matter of time before the Alpine Club 
opened its big front door to the professionals it once 
ostracized. In doing so, it swallowed its principles for the 
umpteenth time in its history. On this occasion, there was 
little of the usual burbulent dyspepsia and rhetorical 
diarrhoea: many of the sitting committee were themselves 
already firmly established on the bandwagon. 
When Faust yielded to the persuasions of Mephistopheles, 
the unfortunate wretch was rewarded with eternal torment. 
l envisaged the same fate when I signed on with Chris 
Brasher for his vintage spectacular "The Old Man of Hoy". 
Unlike Faust, I was not consumed by hell-fire ; I enjoyed 
a pleasant holiday in Norway at the expense of my 
ill-gotten gains. Nobody is going to carry a banner for 
Telly climbing, but one has to admit that the rewards -
although hardly spiritual, mystical, aesthetical or even 
ethical - are quite substantial. 
Of course there are still minor undercurrents of 
dissatisfaction . The climbing rank and file are never slow 
to declaim when their more prominent fellows are seen 
making a public meal of the fruits of office. At the same 
time, criticism is guarded : nobody is going to dismiss the 
grapes as sour, when he still has an outside chance of 
climbing the tree. 
The layman's reaction is much more enthusiastic. For more 
than a decade, he has been waiting impatiently for 
mountaineering heroes to replace Hunt, Hillary, Tensing 
and the Abominable Snowman. Once upon a time, you 

had to go all the way to Everest to earn public acclaim. 
Now, you need only appear on television hanging upside 
down from the end of a rope. In more ancient times, the 
same sort of enthusiasm was aroused by public hangings. 
Chris Bonington took a rather dramatic photo of me 
on the first ascent of the Old Man of Hoy. I was trying 
unsuccessfully to extract pitons he had inserted. Feet 
treading air, three parts hanging on the rope, hands clawing 
for holds that didn't exist, I was gripped - terrified. The 
cigarette clenched aggressively between my teeth was 
slowly burning my lips because I could not chuck it away ; 
the apparently exultant grimace on my face was indicative 
of impending suffocation . Some months later, to my 
great displeasure, I saw the photograph reproduced in 
a children's weekly The Commando. By courtesy of 
Bonington, I had been featured as Number Ten in the series 
"Men Who Dare" . The caption read: "Any of these pegs 
could come out at the twitch of a finger. To be respected .. . 
you've got to be able to tackle sheer cliffs like this and 
enjoy it. Anybody want to have a go?" (Several local 
five-year olds did, and had to be rescued). In every house 
I was beseiged by youthful readers of The Commando, and 
I enjoyed temporary fame as a sort of homespun Tarzan - an 
unusual role for a country G.P. Then came the news that 
the Old Man of Hoy had been climbed by a lad of their 
own age - a seven-year old primary school boy! Now, 
I was totally ignored. Small boys passed me in the street. 
Nobody asked for autographs any more. They tell me that 
the young hero is now surreptitiously contemplating the 
North Face of the Eiger. 
The efforts of the Boningtons, Brashers and Gillmans of the 
climbing world have certainly borne fruit in one direction. 
The public are at last realizing that accidents are not the 
only interesting feature of mountaineering. Previously one 
could scarcely blame them for assuming that a 'solo 
climber' was a "single man falling unaccompanied," and 
a 'roped party' consisted of "three or more men falling 
simultaneously". The only difference between 'hemp' and 
'nylon' climbing ropes was that one broke and the other 
melted. Ropes that did not either break or melt were 
assumed to have been cut in the interests of self 
preservation. This was why climbers always carried 
pocket knives. 
In the Press, any non -fatal climbing event was allocated 
to the most junior reporter. He was left to embellish it as 
best he could. For example: 
"The Mustagh Tower is 90,000ft. high. The last 89,000ft. 
are either vertical or overhanging ." (The Times 1956) 
"Safety Helmets are very useful indeed," declared Lord 
Hunt, "especially for climbers who fall head first." 
(Daily Express?) 
Brian Robertson 's parting message as he leaves for the 
'Robertson Direttissima ' on the West Face of the Dru 
(still unclimbed !) : "This is without doubt the Last of the 
Last Great Problems. We anticipate climbing for day after 
day without ever making contact with the cliff face." 
(Daily Express) 
"I like leading," says Hoy-hero Peter Crew. "It means that 
I can fall further." (source forgotten) 
These random samples are not exceptional. It is little 
wonder that climbers are regarded as a race apart. 
The self-appointed ambassadors of our sport are now 
bridging the gap themselves and estabishing a new rapport 
with the reading public. Good luck to them, if they make 
a little in the process - they deserve it! 
"It's all very well for you, Tom," said the well-known 
professional Mr. X. "You can climb whenever you want to. 
I have to consider my readers." continued on Page 34 ► 
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Himalayan Treks 1970 

The interest aroused by our Trekking Tour to Everest Base Camp in November 1969, which is being operated in two groups, 
each 25 strong , led respectively by Eric Shipton and Bill Murray, has prompted us to repeat the arrangements in 1970. 
It is proposed on this occasion to have two groups, one of which will go to Everest and the other to Annapurna , and some 
brief details of both are given below. 

Because the number of persons in each group must be limited to 25, anyone interested in participating should apply for 
provisional membership without delay. The basic arrangements for both groups will be the same and only the trek will 
differ. These arrangements will provide travel to and from Delhi in Boeing Jets of Air India; all the necessary accommo
dation in comfortable hotels as required by the Itineraries and a sightseeing programme whilst in Kathmandu (an optional 
programme of sightseeing whilst in India). The trek arrangements from Kathmandu to Everest or Annapurna and back will 
be in a similar style to that of any full scale expedition, with Porters and Sherpa Guides and first-class camping equipment. 
Special attention is drawn to the physical requirements of the Everest Trek ; those for Annapurna not being quite so exacting . 
The cost of both tours will be approximately £510, fully inclusive from London back to London. Members will only be 
required to provide additionally their own personal special clothing, all camping equipment being provided . 

Everest 
LEAD ER: Dennis D. Gray 

Whilst this Trek does not require any special agility or technical mountaineering ability (for the trails used are safe and 
generally good although sometimes loose and rough and often steep) it does demand of participants that they be in first 
class physical condition and able to stand altitudes up to 18,000 feet which is the altitude of Everest Base Camp. A Medical 
Certificate to this effect will be required with each firm application for membership The route rises and falls between 
altitudes of 9,000 to 12,000 feet, and the daily marches will be of about 6 hours. A member's age is no bar to participation 
provided he or she is absolutely fit, and has had good experience of mountain trekking preferably at some altitude. 
Further details will be supplied to persons making a preliminary registration. 

Annapurna 
LEAD ER: Eric Shipton 

The Annapurna Trek will be of 20 days duration but the altitudes reached during its course do not exceed 10,000 feet, 
though it is possible now and then to go to some higher view-points when time permits. In consequence the physical 
requirements for members are less stringent but they will still need to be in first-class health and accustomed to mountain 
walking . 
From a general interest point of view, the Annapurna Trek offers a great deal more than that to Everest for it penetrates the 
zone of Tibetan and Buddhist culture. 
Scenically it is quite splendid throughout, with almost constant views of the Annapurna and Dhaulagiri Ranges and of 
Machapuchare Peak (the Fish tail) ; because of its close proximity to the Tibetan border of China some of the area is at 
present closed to foreign visitors but the trek will be routed into the most interesting country, possibly as far as the 
Mukhtinath Temples, a famous area of pilgrimage for both Hindus and Buddhists. 

DATE OF DEPARTURE 

Both Groups will leave London together on Thursday 29th October 1970, and will arrive back in London during the 
afternoon of Thursday 3rd December. 

TO REGISTER PROVISIONALLY 

Please write at once, giving brief details of previous mountain walking experience. State which Trek you wish to join and, 
in the case of those registering for Everest, give agreement to participation in the Annapurna Trek if for any reasons beyond 
our control the Everest Trek should at the last minute prove impossible. Address your letter to: 

MR . H. J. GRANT 

MANAGER, SPECIAL PROMOTIONS 

THOS . COOK & SON LTD . 

45 BERKELEY STREET 

LONDON W1 



St.John's Head 
A Photographic Portfolio by Leo Dickinson 

In early April, a team of five climbers arrived on the island of Hoy, in 
the Orkneys. Their objective was the massive sea cliff at St. John 's 
Head, near the Old Man. Those involved in the 1967 television 
spectacular had spoken of the cliff with awe and respect, for its 
1, 100ft. of crumbling sandstone make it one of the highest cliffs in 
Britain. 

The team comprised Jack Street and Al Evans, leading Derbyshire 
limestone climbers ; Ed Ward-Drummond and Ben Campbell-Kelly, 
fresh from successes on Anglesey ; and Leo Dickinson, the ebullient 
climber/ photographer, who was to film and photograph the climb. In 
preparation for a route of Yosemite proportions, the equipment 
included 2,000ft. of rope (mainly to safeguard the descent), 60 
karabiners, a complete range of pegs, bongs, bolts and wedges, and 
5 hammocks to supplement the normal bivouac equipment. 

The first day was spent fixing ropes down the steep and dangerous 
flanking gully in order to reach the foot of the cliff. Near the bottom 
of the gully, the loads were ferried across a 'Tyrolean ' ropeway. 
Dickinson had a narrow escape here: after cutting a jammed sac free, 
he yo -yoed crazily on the traverse rope, supported only by Jumars. 

The climbers traversed on to the cliff well above its base, thereby 
cutting the length of their route. The climbing was technically not as 
difficult as they had expected - mainly Very Severe (4c) up the 
exposed cracks, chimneys and grooves covering most of the face. 
The bulk of the leading was done by Street and Ward-Drummond ; 
Dickinson jumared at will up the fixed ropes to get the best filming 
positions, while Evans and Campbell - Kelly concentrated on ferrying 
loads. Dickinson had another nasty moment at this stage : Evans, out of 
sight and hearing below, started to jumar up Dickinson's trail rope 
by mistake. It was a very harrassed and fatigued photographer who 
jumared to the next stance, carrying Evan's weight as well as his own. 

The route was completed on the third day, two bivouacs having been 
made on the face. Although the route did not provide the difficulty 
expected, it gave the climbers a valuable insight into the logistics 
and techniques of climbing big walls. The team also got a thorough 
grounding in the techniques of mass publicity - the national press, 
alerted by the magic word 'Hoy,' gave the climb splash coverage. 

SUMMARY 
St. John's Head, North Face. Island of Hoy in the Orkneys. 
1st ascent. 6th - 9th April 1969. J . Street, E. Ward-Drummond, 
B. Campbell-Kelly, A. Evans, L. Dickinson. Grade VS (scottish) , A 1, 
750ft of ascent with 10 roped pitches. Technical description in S.M.C. 
Journal 1970. 
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Below: Prussiking up the fixed ropes late on the second day. 

Right top: Street leans out of his hammock to study the route below. 

Right bottom: An overhanging chimney showing the typical sandstone 
structure of the cliff. 

Opposite page: The first night's bivouac. Street peering out of his 
hammock. 
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New Books 
Opposite Page 
The Guide Book Editors of the big clubs. 
Left: Fell and Rock's Wilkinson - a brisk succession of guidebooks 
over the last two years. 
Right: Climbers Club 's Neill - a pen chant for extra -mural education. 
and obscure detail. 

GUIDEBOOKS-Fell and Rock produce a fine series Strange priorities 
in the Bosigran guide Independents take over in Glencoe and Anglesey 

The New Lakeland Guides 

Edited by John Wilkinson 

Published by The Fell and 
Rock Climbing Club. 

The Fell and Rock Climbing Club 
has at last almost completed its 
new series of Lakeland Guides. 
Only Buttermere is still to come. 
It has been a long wait; the 
guide to Langdale, one of the 
most popular climbing areas in 
the country, was last published 
in 1950 and had been 
unobtainable for at least a year. 
The others were all hopelessly 
out of date ; some of them were 
also unobtainable. 
The new guides, brought out 
under the dynamic editorship of 
John Wilkinson, have the 
advantage of being a well 
integrated set: all were written 
at much the same time, using 
the same format. Wilkinson has 
proved that it is possible for a 
club to produce a comprehensive 
and thoroughly professional set 
of guides on a non-commercial 
basis. The colour coding of the 
plastic covers is an obvious yet 
brilliant idea. There will now be 
no excuse for taking the wrong 
guide to the foot of the crag. 
The interior layout is straight
forward and clear. A list of 
recommended routes for visitors 
new to the district is included 
in the General Note. Personally, 
I prefer the method used by 
Mike Thompson and Paul Ross 
in their pirate guide : marking all 
the relevant climbs with an 
asterisk. This could easily have 
been included in the graded 
list in the back. 
The pitfall of including copious 
geological notes and titbits of 
irrelevant information has been 
avoided. At the back of the book, 
however, there are notes on first 
aid and accident procedure 
which are both relevant and 
valuable. Each route is intro
duced by a short general 
description giving some idea of 
the quality of the climb. On the 
whole, the pitch by pitch 
descriptions are accurate and 
easy to follow. The extreme 
grading has at last been intro
duced, and this, together with 
subdivision of the existing grades, 
gives a much clearer idea of the 
technical difficulty of climbs. 
The diagrams vary. Some are 
excellent, but a few are rather 
fuzzy and give very little idea of 
the main landmarks on the cliff. 
I can't help regretting the 
abandonment of the classified 
list - it provided endless 
controversy, and gave me an 
immature satisfaction in ticking 
my way up the climbs. 
Looking at each guide indi-
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vidually, one is immediately 
impressed by their uniformity, 
although just enough of the 
writers· personalities creep into 
the prose. In Langdale, Alan 
Austin displays his contempt for 
artificial climbing by dismissing 
Trilogy in three sentences. He 
altogether ignores Paul Ross·s 
spectacular, though artificial , 
line over the big overhangs on 
White Ghyll. Pat Fearnehough, in 
the Gable Guide, gives shorter 
and less comprehensive intro 
ductions to individual climbs th an 
the other writers. There are one 
or two minor mistakes, but I 
think this is inevitable with such 
a compressed mass of infor
mation ; it doesn't detract from 
the quality. For example 
(Scafell Guide) , you go right 
up a ramp on pitch two of Cam 
Spout Buttress, not left as in 
the book. 
It is unlikely that these guide 
books will ever again get badly 
out of date. John Wilkinson 
intends to review them every 
three years, and this is unlikely 
to be a difficult job. The Lakes 
have not got the same quantity 
of rock as Wales, and the annual 
crop of new routes seems to be 
slowing down. 
This means that if you dig into 
your pockets for the £7.17.6d. 
you will need to buy the complete 
set, you can be fairly confident 
that they will not be obsolete 
in a couple of years' time. 
Chris Bonington 

Cornwall Volume I 

by P. H Biven and M. B. McDermott 
Edited by J. Neill 

Climber's Club, 15/ 6 

Biven and McDermott are to be 
congratulated for at last 
producing this long-awaited 
guide, which includes Bosigran 
and the whole North coast of 
West Penwith. 
It was first described as 'in 
preparation' in 1962; I therefore 
examined with interest the 
information that the authors had 
taken seven years to assemble. 
At first glance, the most striking 
feature is the full colour jacket, 
although the impact of this has 
been somewhat spoilt by using 
an unsuitable photograph : it is 
blurred and omits an everpresent 
Cornish element - the sea. 
Inside, one discovers a 16-page 
historical section - interesting, 
but not sufficiently concise -
and a 10-page geological 
section - also far too long. A 
protracted essay on mining 
devours another 9 pages -
presumably creating a precedent 
for a hop-picking supplement in 

the South East England Guide, 
and slate mining sections in all 
future Welsh Guides. 
Birds and Natural History take a 
furth er 9 pages, completing the 
extra-mural education at page 46. 
Then comes some general 
information, much of which is 
useful, but it is again prolonged. 
Biven adds an interesting history 
of grading systems to introduce 
and justify the Numero-Adjectival 
System already used and justified 
in the Cloggy Guide. Perhaps the 
compilers should have borrowed 
some of that guide's bre.vity as 
well. 
At last, on page 60, we get to 
the routes. These are described 
with refreshing lucidity and with 
no more errors than in any new 
guide. As far as I and other 
habitues of the area are 
concerned there are no important 
quibbles here. The diagrams, 
however, in contrast to those in 
Cornwall Volume II, largely fail 
to convey the necessary 
information and all are accom
panied by irritating sheets of 
white paper, one of several 
technical errors which the general 
editor has allowed. Another 
is the weight of the paper; this 
as in the Carneddau Guide, is 
like cardboard, giving the work 
an inflated and inconvenient 
thickness. The guide is excellent 
value, however, at 15/ 6 - several 
shillings cheaper than the far 
less pretentious Cornwall II. 
Nevertheless, as a climbing guide, 
this volume is ill -conceived. 
Much of the information it 
contains will be of little interest 
to the vast majority of its users. 
How much better to have had 
Cornwall I and II in the same 
volume, with the padding 
omitted and the paper thinner. 
The Climbers ' Club will have to 
decide whether it is going to 
continue to allow its General 
Editor and authors to delay 
guides for so long producing all 
this preliminary padding 
(particularly bad in this case, 
but a ubiquitous feature of 
Climbers' Club guides). Most 
climbers just aren 't interested in 
long lectures on flora , fauna, 
geology or mining ; their chief 
need is for good guides, 
published on time and kept 
strictly to the point. 

Ken Wilson 

Guide to Winter Climbs in 
Glencoe and Ben Nevis 
by Ian Clough 
Cicerone Press, 7 /-
Winter or summer, cramming Ben 
Nevis and Glencoe into 48 pages 
(with six pages of diagrams) 
took some doing! And all in 
only six weeks ! 
Probably it requ ired a Sassenach 
to perpetrate such an outrage. 
Few would have had the 
knowledge or the personal 
contacts. Ian Clough has made 
an effective contribution within 
the tight limits imposed. 
The guide opens with justifiable 
and spine-chilling words of 
caution . The necessity for speed 
is stresssed. Warnings are given 
of the Alpine or even Arctic 
conditions, the short days, and 
the dangers of accidents during 
descents. The careful advice 
about the topography of the Ben 
might prove invaluable to a 
first-timer, and the notes on 
snow-structure are not out of 
place. The advice on accom
modation at the Ben might have 
been more detailed, making it 
clear that the C.I.C. hut is 
virtually closed to all but S.M .C. 
and J .M.C.S. members on 
winter weekends. 
Once the introduction is complete, 
thirty pages remain . Though 
accurate, the description is 
extremely brief - laconic enough 
to satisfy the severest of the 
old-style S.M .C. guide editors. 
Sacrifices are necessary. Thus 
routes in the top grade are 
neither described nor recom 
mended, while those in the lower 
grades are sparsely indicated. 
The selection in this guide is 
imaginative, but occasionally the 
reader is treated to a 'Who's Who' 
of first ascensionists without 
any information about the climbs 
concerned : a strange allocation 
of the limited space. 
Dissatisfaction is augmented by 
a certain imbalance in the route 
descriptions. Thus a few climbs 
of undoubted importance on 
Stob Dearg, Buachaille Etive Mor, 
consume a vast amount of space 
compared with good climbs 
elsewhere in the book. 
That there should have been no 
guide in print for some of 
Scotland 's greatest mountains is 
unfortunate. This guide provides 
a useful stop-gap, although it 
does not say enough. It gives 
little insight into the "very 
specialized sub-sport"' of Scottish 
ice. It describes some of the best 
routes in Britain, attempts to 
grade them in Cairngorm style 
(a creditable effort) , and states 
the outer limits of times taken 
on them. It rarely states the 
number of ice pitches to be 



encountered. One cannot be as 
accurate here as in rock climbing, 
but greater accuracy could have 
been achieved. 
There are oddities about the 
presentation of the book, with 
its close -packed central diagrams 
and vulnerable paper cover. 
The guide is needed. Its form may 
not be entirely desirable, but, 
for those bitten by the peculiar 
winter charm of this area, it will 
be indispensable for a time. 
Paul Nunn 

Anglesey - Gogarth 
Climbers' Guide 
by Peter Crew 
West Col. price 28/ -

Some guide books help create 
development ; others, like this 
one, record and terminate it. The 
quality, detail and comprehen 
siveness of this guide, despite 
outdating already begun, do 
justice to the excellent subject. 
The climbs are compared with 
those on 'Cloggy·. The two 
guides may also be compared . 
Private production makes for a 
high price - even if this does 
include a new type of water
proof cover. There are a few 
misprints ; standards have 
already allowed the expenditure 
of unprecedented quantities of 
hot air. The warning is welcome : 
" it is not unusual to hear of 
strong parties failing or having 
epics on relatively easy climbs" . 
There seem to be Extreme HVS's, 
by standards elsewhere. 
Posterity will downgrade some 
of the greatest first-ascent grips 
in compensation. 
The guide has many of the 
virtues of the 'Cloggy' one: a 
lively historical section ; technical 
precision linked with exact 
description; illustrations of 
utility and quality ; excellent 
photographs - occasionally 
difficult to interpret, but other
wise requiring no apologies. 
These combine to give tremend 
ous impact for such a small 
volume. 
Anglesey has provided one 
of the great sagas of post-war 
Welsh climbing ; this volume 
is a compensatory postscript to 
the saga's end. 
Paul Nunn 

A Climber in the West 
Country 
by Edward C. Pyatt. 
Published by David & Charles, 
Newton Abbot, 40/-

The fact that the climbing 
guidebooks to the four areas of 
the Cornish Seacliffs, Devon, 
Avon Gorge and Swanage are 
sponsored by four different clubs 
is not a coincidence : on the 
whole, each area has been 
developed independently. Any 
book that takes an overall view 
of climbing in the South West 
is a welcome innovation. 
The author has set out to 
combine a travel guide-book, a 
reference book, and a history 
of climbing, rambling and caving 
in Somerset, Dorset, Devon and 
Cornwall. Thus the book should 
not be judged solely from the 
climber's point of view. 
Each of the six geographical 
sections is sub -divided into : 
the Hills, the Coast, the Climbing, 
and, where applicable, the Caves, 
with additional sub-sections on 
Lundy and the Scilly Isles. The 
sections on the Hills and Coasts 
are well supported by descriptive 
details and anecdotes to add 
local colour. Throughout the 
book, the absence of maps is 
sorely felt ; perhaps the most 
obvious example is that of the 
Scilly Isles where the reader is 
lost in a rapid progression around 
36 of the 140 islands. 
Many of the sea -cliff traverses, 
particularly those of which the 
author has personal experience, 
are described in great detail. The 
sections on more conventional 
climbing tend, inevitably, to 
comprise lists of cliffs, with 
passing references to climbs and 
standards that mean little to the 
non -climbing reader. Considerable 
historical background is 
given, supported by numerous 
quotations (from authors such 
as Haskett Smith, Bonington and 
Banks) which help to recreate 
the atmosphere of the climbing. 
The sections on caving, though 
short, are interesting. The nature 
of caves is such that it is possible 
to put over some of their 
character ; something which in 
the space allotted, is not possible 
for a rock climb, or even a cliff. 
With a possible exception in the 
case of pure rock climbing, the 
author has achieved his 
objectives admirably and the 
book is a fund of fascinating 
information. Its relatively high 
price, however, makes it more 
likely to appeal to the local 
resident who is interested in the 
natural amenities rather than to 
the climber from elsewhere. 
Robert Moulton 

Climb 
the 

real peaks 

The Austrian Alpine Club owns over 600 huts in the 

Austrian Alps; it organises Alpine walking and 

climbing tours for all grades, rock and ice courses 

led by professional guides, and independent touring 

from only £22. 

1---------------------
1 I 

I The Austrian Alpine Club, 124 Finchley Road, L ondon N.W.3. I 
I Please send me details of club membership and activities. I 

I NAME..................................................... ························--- l 
I ADDRESS --- -------- i 
I --- --- ----- I 
I MTN 7 I 
I ······ ····················· 
----------------------

AUSTRIAN ALPINE CLUB# 
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British Climbing since the war 
In the final section of this analysis w e are publishing further corrections 
and additions that have been suggested, together with a complete 
section on Irish climbing since the war, prepared for us by Sean 
Rothery. Finally Mountain would like to thank Paul Nunn, Dave Cook, 
Peter Biven, Peter Crew, Ian Roper, Robin Campbell, Tom Patey and 

Ireland 
1948 

Hobnail Camadeny Winder and Crean 
Chimney 
The first climb at GlendiJlough 

lugf,•Jla l rnam and Peuott 
W eakness 
The first climb on Luggala 

Carrot Ridge Ben Con Mr and Mrs. Cr,chton 
The second ascent of a rou/e done m 1933. 

F. M . Mournes Johnston and party 
/r,sh Mounu,meermg Club founded ,n Dublm 

1949 

Bracket W all Oalkey Ouariy Wmder 

PINE TREE LUGGALA LYNAM AND CREAN 
BUTTRESS 
This ,s still con:stdtued ii hard lead, long and uposed with little 
protection. In the MournH McMu,ray and l11ends were purtmg up 
climbs on va11ous outcrops. 

1950 

QUARTZ GULLY, CAMADERRY 
CUCHULAINN 
GROOVE 

KENNY AND WINDER 

The ftrsr hard chmbs at Glendalough by ii !me team of climbers 

Ben Corr Kenny and Winder 

1951 

PILASTER 
BINGELSTEIN 
CENTRAL 
BUTTRESS 
HELIOS 

DALKEY QUARRY MAGUIRE 
DALKEY QUARRY MORRISON 
DALKEY QUARRY MAGUIRE, KENNY. 

MORRISON. 
DALKEY QUARRY KENNY AND 

KOPCZYNSKI 
These 111cre the f1rs1 really h;ud chmbs m the quarry and they have 
nad c~1Jntless ascents since. 

SEVEt-lTH BEN CORR KENNY, KOPCZYNSKI, 
HEAVEN MORRISON. 
This ,s :'ow one of the most popular long chmbs in the country. 

1952 

Forei.t Rh apsody Camaderry Rothety and Winder 
Has become one of the trade routes of the crag 

Ruth's Chimney Camaderry 
A great lead m naded boots. 

Jubilation Poisoned Glen G11bbon, Rothery, 
Madill. Sloan, 

The f,rst combmed North-South meet. The begmnmg of the new 
I.M.C. with Dublin and Belfast sections. 

IN ABSENTIA DALKEY QUARRY KOPCZYNSKI AND 
MISS OHRTMANN 

A steep hard chmb. soloed by the f11st two leaders but m recent 
years desecrated by a p,ton II the crux. 

1953 

NIG NOG MOURNES GRIBBON 
Gr,bbon, m the process of filling in n,me chmbs m the Mournes, 
sets a new standatd for Mourne Granite 

SCIMITAR CAMAOERRY ROTHERY, WINDER. 
NIGHTMARE, WINDER AND 
FANFARE. KENNY. 
AISLING KENNY AND MOSS. 
The flfst H. V.S. chmbs and Twm Buttress developed. 

Pauls Edg• Dalkey Quarry Hill 
A fierce lead, stiff /reared with respect today. 

1954 

SPILLIKIN CAMADERRY KENNY, WINDER. 
RIDGE Hill AND ROTHERY. 
~:e,:,:~ds best known chmb. The hardest climb m the country II the 

Alien s Way Camaderry H. and N . Drasdo 
The first naw chmb 11/ Glendalough by an Enghsh team who were 
to have a long 11ssoci11tion with Irish chmbing. 

leyth• Camaderry Kenny, Winder and 
Rothery. 

1955 

Ulysses Poisoned Glen Windet, Miu Healy 
and H. Drasdo 

LARCENY LOUGH BARRA KENNY. MISS 
LARACY 

A fine and exposed chmb on beautiful rock on tha Delta Face . 

Surplomb Grise Lough Baria Wind,r and Bell 

Tio Pepe Poisoned Glen 

Gltmdalough hut founded. 

19&6 

H. Drasdo. Winder. 
M,ssHealy. 

Speir Bhean Camaderry Rothery, McCall 

KONTIKI POISONED GLEN H , AND N, DRASDO 
The first serious climb on the West Buwess. 

Golllker Poisoned Glen 

1957 

H. Drasdo and 
Thornton 

Crevasse Route luggala Winder 

NIGHTSHADE POISONED GLEN £VANS. AUSTIN. 
AND FULLER. 

Another fine hard chmb on the West Buttress by II visiting British 
team, 

Slanting Groov• Poison ed Glen 
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Evans. Austin and 
Fuller 

1958 

DUBLINERS POISONED GLEN 

A long h11rd route on the c;,stfe 

Mona Li sa Ben Corr 

Uule Eiger Camaderry 
Fm1shmg work. started by 01he1s. 

1959 

MISS HEALY, 
McCALL, WINDER. 

Kenny ;rnd Party 

Wathen and Maden 

CORNISH CAMADERRY STEVENSON AND 
RHAPSODY DEACON 
A magnil,cent piece of route lmdmg, s/1/1 one of the h11dest chmbs 
m the country 

SPEARHEAD LUGGALA DEACON, WINDER, 
STEVENSON. 

A beautiful /me through the overhangs on the main lace. 

Route Major Poisoned Glen Drasdo, Langmuir: 
and Mu!iefd. 

EMPATHY GLEN VEIGH 

The great buttress of Glen Ve,gh opened up. 

1960 

AISEIRI , LOUGH BARRA 
RISORGIMENTO 

Two new d,rec/ routes. 

Glen V11gh 

The first chmb on the main face. 

Third Party Mournes 

1961 

MAXFIELD AND 
FRYER 

GOULDING. O'LEARY 
McCALL. SHELLEY. 
HANNON. 

Rothery, Browne, 
Butler. 

Leake, Firth and 
Wilkinson 

SARCOPHAGUS CAMAOERRY GOULDING, INGRAM. 
A line route on the twm bullress by a formidable team, 

Ploughshare Lough Barra Miss Healy and 
O'Halpin. 

Rule Brlttania Lough Barra 

Sebastian Camaderry 

Pra:,iis Mournes 

1962 

ARIEL GLEN VEIGH 

The first H. V.S. on the mam face. 

Eire•nn Go Brath Lough Ba,ra 

Great North Road Camaderry 

1963 

Banner. O'Neill 

Miss Healy, Rothery 
and Winder. 

lng111m, Shefley. 

GOULDING AND 
O'HALPIN 

lngtam, Goulding 

lngr,m, Sheffey, 
Goulding, 

MONUMENT GLEN VEIGH GOULDING AND 
O'HIGGINS 

A chmb of sustained diff1cully and great exposure, 

1964 

Cunib, Thin Crack, Mournes Earnshaw, Moote. 
Eliminate A . 
A new range of harder climbs on the granite Tots. 

1965 

Symbol Glen Veigh Gaffney, O'Leary. 

Toralgh Lough Ba1ra O'Halpin and Pa,11• 

Virgo, Storm, Mo1.rrnes Moore and others 
The Thing .• 
Mourne standards raised on Pidgeon Rock. 

1966 

Traf•rs Route Sen Corr Doherty, Walsh. 

Poetic Justice Mournes Jenkins, Moore. 

New climbing e,ees were opaned up durmg the year, in Keuy above 
Lough Reagh. in Antrim on the coastal chffs, ;md on a grits/one 
edge in Co. Cavan. 

1967 

Klepht 

SPILLIKIN 
RIDGE 

1Ben Corr MaAlield. Dixon 

CAMAOERRY GOULDING 

The first ascent of the last pitch alter the collapse of the Sp1lhkin. 
A very hard piece of climb ing. 

Sea chffs at Fair Head developed. 

New areas in Ke,ry and Connemara discovered. 

, ... 
The year of the sH cliffs, possibly influenced by the developments 
at Anglesey, Fair Head attacked with vigour. new climbs on 
Sail Rock and Slieve league. 

Bob Keates for their help with research ; also Allen Austin, Brian 
Fuller, Chris Bonington, Nigel Gallop, Collette Greatorex, Anthony 
Rawlinson, Ken Vickers, Ernest Shepherd, Tony Barley and Bob 
Cuthbert for their helpful suggestions after publi ca tion . 

LAKE DISTRICT 
1961 Steep Ghyll. S. Cross did an unrecorded pre -war ascent. Delete. 
1968 Gillette. Delete the comment on the difficulty of this route. 

OUTCROPS 
1967 Rubberneck, Roches, A. Barley and party (new entry) . 
1968 Flower Power Arete. Delete Rubberneck and succeeding 

comment. 

ALPS (BRITISH) 
1951 Mt. Blanc, Via Perra. This was later credited as the 7th ascent. 
1960 Karwendal Group, Lalider Wall, Rebitsch / Lorenz route 

Whillans and Park. 1st British ascent. Considered the hardest 
route in the Eastern Alps at this time (new entry). 

1965 Gran Paradiso. Should read Vickers and Godfrey. 
1968 Saas Maor. Delete entry, not the first British ascent. 

ALPS (OTHERS) 
1968 Cima Ovest, N. Face, The Roof, Bauer, E. and W. Rudolf. 

1st Ascent. (new entry) 120 pegs used. 
Ebnefluh. Should read N. Face in descent. 

ALL OTHER RANGES (BRITISH) 
1956 Machapuchare. This expedition took place in 1957. 
1960 Howser Spires (Canada) Complete Traverse, Rayson and 

Lang with Chouinard and Thompkins (Americans) 1st Ascent 
(new entry) . 

ALL OTHER RANGES (OTHERS) 
1952 Salcantay. It is now accepted that the Swiss did not reach the 

summit. Delete entry. 
1954 Cho Oyu. This was climbed by the Austrians not the Swiss. 
1958 EL CAPITAN (America) THE NOSE, HARDING, MERRY 

AND WHITMORE.1st ascent (new entry). Climbed after 
a prolonged seige. 47 days climbing time. An important milestone 
in Yosemite climbing, owing much to the perseverence of 
Harding. 

1965 Nevado Quitoraja. Wrongly recorded as the first ascent. Delete. 
Ngojumbi Ri. Should read Ngojumbi Ri 2. 

1966 Mt. Huntington. Add the note : Bernd killed on the descent. 
Mt. Logan. This peak is in Canada not Alaska as stated . 

THE WAY TO THE TOP IS EASIER 
AFTER A 
VISIT TO ~ 
rnrnurnrnrnrnc11111 
BRYANT'S 

COLSTON BTREET1 BRIBTOL'1 . TEL. 23-,BB 

Mountaineers, climbers and fell walkers 
find all they need at Bryants, where 
everything is under one vast roof. 
Expert advice for beginners and ex
perienced climbers ensures long -term 
climbing enjoyment. 

The West Country specialists in equipment for 
CLIMBING, WINTER SPORTS, CAVING, CAMPING AND SAILING 

Continued from page 27 

Opportunists like Mr. X cut their cloth to suit the market, 
even though the finished article is not always acceptable 
to the dyed-in-the-wool amateur (if you will excuse the 
extended metaphor). Personally, I admire Mr. X for his 
honesty. I do not envy him his job. He has to work hard . 
But I like someone who proclaims blatantly what others 
whisper furtively. "Shamateurism" is t he true trademark 
of hypocrisy. 

Tom Patey continues his investigation into Professionalism in 
Mountain 5 (Sept). 



ACCOMMODATION 
SNOWDON, LLANBERIS PASS. Ideal for walki ng, climbing . Bath, good food . Open 
all year. £9 per week full board-Smith, Nani Peris, Caernarvon. Tel. Llanberis 306. 

GLENCOE Cook, sleep dry 6/ -. Glencoe bunk-house welcomes climbers, school or 
venture groups. Sleeps up to 42. Camping 1 / - nightly. Send s.a.e. Bunkhouse, Glencoe, 
Argyll. Tel. Ballachulish 256. 

GUIDING 

ROCK CLIMBING IN SNOWDONIA 
Special courses run by 
Al Harris and Pete Crew 
Write for details enclosing S.A.E. to 

Crew and Harris, Bigil, Dinorwic, Caerns. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

HELLY-HANSEN (UK) LTD. 
Leading manufacturers of protective clothing for sailing and 
climbing outlets invite applications for the following positions: 

FULL Tl ME REPRESENTATIVES 
Area One 
Counties of : Lancashire, Yorkshire, Durham, Northumberland, 
Cumberland, Westmorland. 

Area Two 
Counties of : Cheshire, Derby, Stafford, Shropshire, Warwick
shire, Worcester, Hereford, North Wales. 

These two positions command an above average salary, with a 
car and all expenses. Only ambitious men willing to work hard for 
a progressive company, need apply. Helly-Hansen is expanding 
rapidly in both markets so an interest either in sailing or climbing 
would be advantageous. Very good prospects for higher positions 
within the company. Full details of career to date, in writing, to 
Sales Manager, marked either Area One or Area Two. 

Helly-Hansen (UK) Ltd., Ronald Close, 
Kempston, Bedford 

Graham Tiso tested the 
advanced design features 
of the new Joe Brown 
Extendable Sac in the 
Stauning's Alps in Greenland 
last summer. 
The sac proved to be 
excel lent and its many new 
features are important 
and effective improvements 
on conventional sac 
design. 

The prices are: 
Sac £7 19s 6d 
Pockets £1 4s 9d 
Karrimat £1 Os 9d 
postage 4s6d 

GRAHAM TISO, 
44 RODNEY STREET, 
EDINBURGH. Tel. 031.556.1723 

footwear 

CASTOR Fully leather lined climbing boot with 
padded ankle shafts. Padded, bellow tongue with 
water-protecting wrap-over. Hinged heel. Hand
welted double stitched leather sole covered with 
Vib,am Montagna sole. Black only. £10.4s.0d. 

GREPON Handsome climbing boot in brown 
high grade amphibious skin. Tall fully leather lined 
and ankle snafts. Full bellow and padded tongue. 
Heavy welted leather soles, fully screwed and 
covered with Vibram Montagna soles. £12.3s.4d. 

GABELHORN Attractive reverse leather high al
titude climbing boot. Fully leather lined, padded 
ankle shafts, water-protecting wrap-over. Hinged 
heels and elastic leather snow/water resisting tops. 
Close welted four tier leather sole fully screwed, 
covered with Vibram security Montagna soles. 

£16.10s.0d. 

Send for catalogue and nearest stockist 

EH PRICE & Co {Cambridge) Ltd 
10 ST BARNABAS ROAD CAMBRIDGE 
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Mountaineering 
Equipment 
Suppliers 
Ambleside, Westmorland 
Frank Davies, (S} , 
The Climbers' Shop, 
Compston Corner, 
Tel. Ambleside 2297. 

Aviemore, Scotland 
Speyside Sports (S) , 
Tel. Aviemore 629. 

Bethesda, North Wales 
Arvons, 
High Street. 
Tel. 0248.82.401 . 

Birmingham 
Frank Davies (S} , 
7 Snowhill Ringway, 4. 
Tel. 021.236.6816. 

Birmingham 
Blacks of Greenock, 
(City Camp & Sports) 
86- 87 Broad Street (C) (S) (M), 
Birmingham 15. 
Tel. 021.643.5638. 

Birmingham 
Y.H.A. Services Ltd., 
35 Cannon Street, 2. 
Tel. 021 .643.5180. 

Blackpool 
The Alpine Centre, 
193 Church Street. 
Tel. 0253.24307. 

Bolton 
Alpine Sports (S}, 
157 Great Moor Street, 
Tel. 0204.25087. 

Bradford 
P & S Outdoor Shop, 
71 a Godwin Street. 
Tel. 027 42.1998. 

Brighton 
Sport and Leisure, 
48 North Street. 
Tel. 0273.29539. 

Bristol 
Joseph Bryant Ltd., 
The Outdoor Centre, 
Colston Street. 
Tel. 0272.23166. 

Cambridge 
The Outdoor Centre, 
7 Bridge Street. 
Tel. 0223.53956. 

Capel Curig, North Wales 
Brennands, 
The Climbing Shop. 
Tel. Capel Curig 217. 

Capel Curig, North Wales 
Arvons, 
The Climbers' Shop. 

Croydon, Surrey 

Pindisports, 
34 South End. 
Tel. 01.688.2667. 
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Darlington 
J. Clementson (Darlington) Ltd., 
29 High North Gate (C). 
Tel. 0325.2390. 

Doncaster 
Don Valley Sports (C) {S) , 
95 Spring Gardens. 
Tel. 0302.67755. 

Dundee 
David Low Sports Co. Ltd . 
63 Seagate (M) (S), 
Tel. 0382.24501 -2. 

Edinburgh 
Graham Tiso (M) , 
44 Rodney Street. 
Tel. 031.556.1723. 

Glasgow 
Blacks of Greenock, 
132 St. Vincent Street, 
Glasgow C.2. 
Tel. 041.221.4007. 

Glasgow 
Greaves (S), 
23 Gordon Street. 
Tel. 041.221.4531 / 2 

Grantown-on-Spey, Scotland 
Speyside Sports (S), 
47 High Street. 
Tel. Grantown 246. 

Halifax 
The Outdoor Centre, 
3 Princes Arcade. 
Tel. 0422.65549. 

Isle of Skye 
Pete Thomas, Graham Tiso, 
Glen Brittle. 

Lancaster 
H. Robinson, 
Mountain Craft Shop (C) , 
5 New Road. 
Tel. 0524.66610. 

Leeds 
Centresport, 
Frank Davies, Dave Clarke, 
40 Woodhouse Lane, 2. 
Tel. 0532.31024. 

Leeds 
Leeds Camping Centre (S) 
10-11 Grand Arcade. 
Tel. 0532.28634. 

Leeds 
H. W. Poole, 
34-36 Eastgate (C} (S}, 
Tel. 0532.24599. 

Leeds , 
H. W. Poole, 
2 Wade Street (C) (S). 
Tel. 0532.29374. 

Liverpool 
F. Ellis Brigham (M) (C) (S), 
73 Bold Street, 1 
Tel. 051.709.6912. 

These shops stock high class Mountaineering, Ski-ing and Camping 
Equipment. 

The shops marked (C) (M) (S) hire out Camping, Mountaineering and 
Ski-ing Equipment. 

Llanberis, North Wales 

Joe Brown, 
Menai Hall. 
Tel. 028682.327. 

London 
Pindisports, 
14- 18 Holborn, E.C.1. 
(Ski-Boots for hire). 
Tel. 01.242.3278. 

London 
Blacks of Greenock, 
22- 24 Gray's Inn Road, 
London, W.C.1. 
Tel. 01.405.4426. 

Blacks of Greenock, 
{Players Sports) (C) (S) (M) 
53 Rathbone Place, 
Oxford Street, W.1. 
Tel. 01 .636.6645. 

London, Acton, W.3. 
Pindisports, 
373/ 5 Uxbridge Road, W.3 
(Ski-Boots for hire) . 
Tel. 01.992.6642. 

London 

Robert Lawrie Ltd. 
54 Seymour Street, W1 H 5WE 
Tel. 01.723.5252 

London 
Y.H.A. Sales, 
29 John Adam Street, W.C.2. 
Tel. 01.839.1722. 

Manchester 
F. Ellis Brigham (M) (C} (S} , 
6-14 Cathedral Street, 4 
Tel. 061.832.0161. 

Manchester 
Blacks of Greenock 
(Black & Edgington) , 
263 Deansgate, 2. 
Tel. 061.832.4540. 

Manchester 
J. & A. Sports & Camping· Co. (C) , 
15 Station Road,Urmston. 
Tel. 061.748.6408. 

Manchester 
Y. H.A. Services Ltd., 
36/38 Fountain Street, 2. 
Tel. 061.834.7119. 

Mansfield, Notts. 
W. Slack and Sons, 
38 Rosemary Street. 
Tel. 0623.24449. 

Newcastle-Upon-Tyne 
Dentons (Denton Cycles) (S), 
227 /229 Westgate Road. 
Tel. 0632.23903. 

Newcastle-Upon-Tyne 
L. D. Mountain Centre Ltd., 
34 Dean Street (S) (C). 
Tel. 0632.22139. 

Newport, Mons. 
K. S. Davies, 
369 Chepstow Road, 
Beechwood Corner. 

Nottingham 
Blacks of Greenock 
(Nottingham Camp & Sports) 
Shakespeare Street, (C) (S) (M) , 
Nottingham. NG1 4FD. 
Tel. 0602.43165. 

Nottingham 

Roger Turner 
Mountain Sports (S) , 
1 Canning Circus. 
Tel. 0602.47230. 

Oxford 

The Scout and Guide Shop, 
1 7 Tu rl Street. 
Tel. 0092.47110. 
( Branch of the Scout 
Association). 

Perth, Scotland 

James Banks and Sons {C) , 
137-141 High Street. (S). 
Tel. 0738.24928. 

Sheffield 

Blacks of Greenock 
(Jackson & Warr) (C) (S) (M) 
18-22 Corporation Street, 
Sheffield SR3 8RN. 
Tel. 0742.20760. 

Sheffield 

Bryan G. Stokes, 
High Court, High Street. 
Tel. 0742.27525. 

Stockport 

Henshall & Edwards Ltd. (C) , 
89 Lower Hillgate. 
Tel. 061.480.2945. 

Stoke-on-Trent 

Blacks of Greenock 
(Scout Shop) , 
40-62 Marsh Street, 
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. 
Tel. 0782.22870. 

Sunderland 

Reynolds Army Stores, (C) (S) , 
6 Derwent Street, Park Lane. 
Tel. 0783.57945. 

Sutton, Surrey 

Blacks of Greenock (Q.M. Stores) , 
250 High Street, Sutton, Surrey. 
Tel. 01.642.8655. 

Wednesbury, Staffs. 

Tebbutt Bros. (M) (C) (S}, 
Camping and Climbing, 
91 /92 Walsall Street. 
Tel. 021.556.0802. 

York 

The Scout and Guide Shop, 
14 Goodramgate. 
Tel. 0904.53567. 
( Branch of the Scout 
Association). 



BRANCHING 

OUT 

For those who are not within reach of any branch, the 
catalogue Equipment for Climbers and Cavers makes 
shopping easy by post. Write for a copy to YHA Sales, 
Dept. MN 693, 29 John Adam Street, London W.C.2. 

( 
\ 

-.... 

\ 

YHA Sales now have three branches 
instead of one! New shops have been 
opened right in the centres of Man
chester and Birmingham. As in the 
London shop, climbers can choose 
from a comprehensive range of 
reliable equipment and outdoor cloth
ing, with the advice of experienced 
staff . 

• UYHASales 
29 John Adam Street, London W.C.2 
35 Cannon Street, Birmingham 2 
36/38 Fountain Street, Manchester 2 
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Graham Tiso, 44 Rodney Street, Edinburgh, Scotland 

Now needs no introduction to the discriminating climber. The 
Expedition Duvet is generally acknowledged to be the finest 
on the market to-day. Covered in strong, weatherproof, 
virtually untearable nylon and filled with White Goose 
Down. Tested by the designers in al I conditions. 
The Pied D' Elephant uses the same materials but 
is reinforced at foot with 4oz Polyurethene proofed 
nylon and has cleverly designed adjustable braces. 
A Bivvy set you can use with confidence anywhere. 
BANTON &Co.Ltd. MEADOW LANE, NOTTINGHAM, NG2 3HP. 

INTHE 
HIGHLANDS 
But Scot Mountain Boots 
are designed to withstand 
the toughest forces the 
mountains and crags can 
muster. What defences! 
Top quality leather, 
impregnable to screes and 
bogs, yet moulding 
sympathetically to the foot 
it protects. Triple ranks of 
stitching, D rings, and 
hooks, over a bellows 
tongue, all built solid ly on 
two tough leather middle 
soles based with thick 
black vibram. 

SCOT 
MOUNTAIN 
BOOTS 

Send £7 19 6. plus 4s 6d 
postage. Include normal 
shoe size. 



BRADFORD & BARNSLEY 
ARE 

Where you will find P. & S. OUTDOOR SHOPS 

Specialists in all mountaineering equipment. 

Sole distributors of the P. & S. SPECIAL mountain 
tent at £14.12.6 plus 10/6 postage, this tent offers the 
finest value for money obtainable. 

The new MARK II has been chosen for use on four 
major expeditions last year. The British An~~an 
Expedition and The Manchester Hindu Kush Exped1t1on 
included. The price includes S/1 /G Sheet and down 
to earth Flysheet, total weight approx. 15½ lb. 

Stockists of Troll and a wide range of Specialist equip
ment. Ropes by Edelrid, Edlewies, Viking and all Clog 
Gear etc. 

P.&S. OUTDOOR SHOPS 
4 & 6 ALLERTON ROAD, 

FOUR LANE ENDS, BRADFORD. 
Telephone 47108 

71A GODWIN STREET, BRADFORD. 
Telephone 21998 

Also at our new Centre 

P. & S. CAMPING CENTRE (BARNSLEY) LTD. 
OLD MILL LANE, BARNSLEY. 

Telephone 5838 

THE ALPINE CENTRE 
GET THE LOWDOWN ON THE 

BEST GEAR FOR THE HIGH PLACES 

CLIMBERS 

WALKERS 

& SKIERS 

ARE ALL CATERED FOR AT:-

193 CHURCH ST. BLACKPOOL 
Tel: 0253 24307 

write, call or phone 

ERVE. EDELRID. GALIBIER. KASTINGER 

PION I ER 
FOR 

KERNMANTLE 
ROPES 

For 66-page booklett . A Guide to Mountaineering Ropes" contact : 
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New Mountain Tent 
in 'Protex' £19 10 0 
(show n with flysheet) 
Flysheet £13 1 0 0 
Tent in Stormpruf £28 15 0 

Blacks of Greenock have long been famous for their quality 
and for outstanding value of equipment offered . With equip
ment of this nature you can be sure of complete safety and 
comfort at all times, wheth8r it be for just a weekend climb 
or a complete expedition. Blacks of Greenock with shops 
throughout the country will be able to supply your every 
need . Why not call and see for yourself or write for your 
FREE 80 page catalogue. 

Icelandic Standard Sleeping Bag 
£9 16 0 

LONDON : 53 Rathbone Place, Oxford Street. London W.1. 
LON DON : 22-24 Gray's Inn Road, London W.C.1. 

BIR MING HAM : 86-87 1Broad Street, Birmingham 15. 
GLASGOW : 132 St. Vincent Street, Glasgow C.2. 

MANCHESTER : 263 Deansgate, Manchester 2. 
NOTTINGHAM : Shakespeare Street, Nottingham. 
SHEFFIELD : 18-22 Corporation Street, Sheffield 3. 
STOKE-ON -TRENT : 40-42 Marsh Street, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. 

SUTTON : 2,50 High Street, Sutton, Surrey. 

Send now for 
FREE 80 page 

Colour Catalogue 

JIIIIIF~ BLACKS OF 
.,IJJA.GREENOCK 

(BLACK AND EDGINGTON LTD.) 

INDUSTRIAL ESTATE · PORT GLASGOW 
and 

HUXLEY CORNER WORKS· SIDCUP · KENT 





Fisher 
POSTAL SERVICE 

Borrowdale Road Keswick 
Tel. 72178 

521 

"Carlomauri" 

552 

Special Italian Axes· · 
This summer we are able to offer you special axes made for 
us in ITALY, by Codega Nicolo & Figli-these are the 
same manufacturers who make the Cassin climbing equip
ment so well known in this country. 

Special quotations for Schools can be had for the MODEL 519. 

MODEL 521. Price £3-12-6d. 

Shafts: 80 cm. 85 cm. 

A well made walking axe with a 150 mm head. 

MODEL 520. Price £4-7-9d. 

A walking axe similar to above but having a 

slightly larger head of 200 mm. 

MODEL 519. Price £4-12-9d. 

A well made axe of carbon steel with a curved 

adze, complete with straps. 

Shafts - 80 cm 85 cm 90 cm. 

MODEL 370. Price £6-15-0d. 

An axe with a chrome-nickel molybedenum 

head - curved adze, complete with straps. 

Shafts-

MODEL "CARLO MAU RI". Price £9-0-0d. 

A model of high quality. 

MODEL 552. Price £8-8-0d. 

A special axe with normal adze but with up

right blade as illustrated instead of the pick 

making it very useful on ice climbs. 
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